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Executive summary
Objectives and scope
The raise of online advertising and programmatic technologies has significantly impacted the functioning of
and revenues from advertising. Programmatic advertising is the automation of buying and selling of ad
inventory using audience data to enable advertisers to show relevant ads to the audience at the right time and
place. Over the last years, programmatic trading has surpassed non-programmatic trading in online
advertising. On the one hand, the automation of advertising trading has allowed to better match supply and
demand, enabling publishers to sell their remnant inventory and advertisers to easily reach a large audience
on different websites. On the other hand, the distribution of digital ad spend revenues shows an increasing
domination of a few players in the online advertising market, namely online platforms. The vertical integration
of online platforms and their access to vast amounts of data provides them with competitive advantages and
enables them to act as gatekeepers to business users. In addition, the automation of programmatic advertising
has raised concerns about the transparency of processes along the supply chain, such as ad exchanges, ad
placements, and the fees of intermediaries.
The perceived lack of transparency and accountability in business-to-business (B2B) commercial relations in
online advertising has been identified by the European Commission as one of the areas requiring further
evidence gathering and analysis. Transparency issues have been raised especially for ad exchanges and ad
placements in programmatic advertising, as well as concerns about the gatekeeping role of large online
platforms towards business users in the market.
The aim of this analytical paper is to analyse the level and means of transparency in the online advertising
value chain, through collection of evidence and facts about various business models, advertising practices and
stakeholders. The analytical paper presents first an overview of the functioning of online advertising and the
structure of its ecosystem, then it provides an analysis of the main challenges identified including competition
issues, transparency concerns and ad fraud, before presenting an overview of the existing and recommended
remedies including regulatory, self-regulatory and other solutions.
The following research questions guided our research and analysis:
Online advertising ecosystem
•
•
•
•

Who are the main stakeholders in the online programmatic advertising value chain?
What is the role of online platforms in the digital advertising value chain?
What are the current business models of platforms in online advertising?
What are the roles and share of intermediaries in the programmatic advertising value chain?

Challenges identified
•
•
•
•

What are the volumes spent and earned from online advertising along the value chain?
What are the processes of online programmatic advertising where lack of transparency is perceived?
What are the levels of transparency perceived by the different stakeholders for the different
processes (in particular for ad exchanges and ad placements)?
What are the impacts of the lack of transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements?
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•

To what extent are vertical integration and lack of transparency linked to the business models of
online platforms?

Proposed and experimented solutions
•
•
•

What are the current means to ensure transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements?
What are the examples of good practices in terms of transparency of ad exchange and ad
placements?
What is the effectiveness of the different areas of intervention?

Methodological approach
This analytical paper is based on literature review and desk research, complemented by semi-structured
interviews.
As a first step, we conducted a literature review following systematic principles complemented by desk
research to gather relevant non-academic publications. The work and publications reviewed included
academic articles and non-academic sources such as reports and studies from public authorities and industry
associations, market research, expert blogs, etc. Overall, we gathered literature providing qualitative and
quantitative results, and spanning across different study fields such as marketing and advertising, policy,
behavioural science and business. The literature review and desk research covered the online advertising
ecosystem in the EU and where relevant also outside the EU (e.g. Australia, United States). After identifying
the relevant sources, our researchers screened the documents and coded them by dimensions and
subdimensions following the structure of this analytical paper (online advertising structure and ecosystem,
challenges identified, proposed and experimented solutions), in order to facilitate the analysis.
As a second step, we conducted semi-structured interviews with stakeholders to validate and complement the
findings of the literature review, and gather perceptions on the identified challenges and effectiveness of
existing solutions and potential interventions. We conducted a total of 20 interviews with stakeholders across
the ad value chain, including representatives of online platforms, publishers, advertisers and intermediaries,
as well as regulators, NGOs and experts. The interviews were conducted following a semi-structured
interview guide tailored to each stakeholder group. In some cases, stakeholders provided additional
documentation after the interview. Following the interviews, we centralised the minutes to facilitate
comparison by topic and question.
The finding from the literature review and desk research were then triangulated with the interviews minutes
to carry out the analysis and address the research questions. In addition, we presented the business models of
three online platforms as case studies to illustrate further their strategy and practices regarding transparency
and vertical integration.

The online advertising structure and ecosystem
This paper focuses on online advertising and more specifically on programmatic advertising. The
programmatic advertising market has experienced a rapid growth in Europe, outpacing non-programmatic
advertising since 2016.
On the one hand, programmatic advertising has reduced the costs of advertising and has enabled advertisers
to deliver more relevant and effective ads based on targeting while easily reaching a large audience across
different publishers. On the other hand, the automation of advertising trading with programmatic
7

technologies has allowed to better match supply and demand, enabling publishers to reduce their unsold
inventory. Open programmatic is based on real time bidding while direct forms of programmatic advertising,
including preferred marketplace, programmatic guaranteed and preferred deals, involve a more direct
relation between advertisers and publishers and are increasingly preferred as they provide more transparency
and certainty than RTB.
The online advertising market relies on a complex ecosystem of industry players, where advertisers and
publishers trade ads via a range of intermediaries including ad servers, demand side platforms (DSPs) and
supply side platforms (SSPs)/ad exchanges, and can resort to additional services such as data management
platforms or data analytics. Such intermediaries provide one or several of these functions, with increasing
trends towards vertical integration or interoperability with other partners.

Challenges identified
Our paper identified three inter-related challenges affecting business to business (B2B) commercial relations
in online advertising. First, we identified significant imbalances of market power in the ad ecosystem, resulting
from the dominance of a few platforms that occupy strategic positions across the ad value chain and have the
ability to act as gatekeepers with business users. Then, we analysed the main transparency issues in B2B
relations, some of which are linked to the market power of platforms while others result from the complexity
of programmatic advertising. Finally, we described the issues of ad fraud, which are exacerbated by the ad
ecosystem opacity.
The distribution of digital ad revenue shows that the online market is increasingly dominated by a few large
online platforms (Google, Facebook) that occupy strategic positions across the ad value chain and can take
advantage of their vertical integration. Google, Facebook, and to a lesser extent Amazon benefit from a vast
ad inventory on their own websites and operated services, which they can monetise to generate most of their
ad revenues. They have extensive proprietary user data from their consumer facing services, which they can
use to improve targeting but to which they restrict access. Platforms such as Google and Facebook can also
benefit from network effects and economies of scale from their vertical integration in the ad supply chain. Due
to these advantages, platforms have the ability to engage in potentially anti-competitive practices such as selfpreferencing, leveraging of their market power to other markets, and they can act as gatekeepers with the
ability to charge higher fees and set their own terms for access to businesses.
The online advertising environment is characterized by its opacity, partly linked to the practices of a few
platforms, and to the complexity of programmatic advertising. On the one hand within walled gardens, online
platforms can use their economic power to impose their terms and limit the disclosure of information on the
costs, profits and effectiveness of placement of ads. This undermines the decision making of advertisers and
publishers regarding spending and their ability to refine targeting. Privacy legislation has been considered as
an additional driver to reduce data disclosure to advertisers and publishers. The removal of third-party
cookies will also affect advertisers’ ability to do audience targeting and may incentivise them to shift more to
walled gardens where first-party cookies are still available, further decreasing publishers’ revenues. On the
other hand on the open web, the sharing of information depends on the positions and strategies of players
along the supply chain, which results in fragmented information but also in user data leakage in RTB.
In addition, there is lack of transparency over the functioning and matching process of auctions, due to the
use of algorithms and potential influence of vertically integrated platforms. Stakeholders also reported an
opacity on the fees charged across the supply chain due to the number of intermediaries. The lack of
transparency on money flows leads advertisers and publishers to question the efficiency of the online ad
supply chain. The opacity of the ad tech value chain, including the reliance on algorithms and the vast array
of service firms, also makes open programmatic advertising rife with fraud, at the expense of advertisers.
8

Proposed and experimented solutions
To address these different issues, potential solutions include responses at policy level, industry level and
individual level. Although our research found little evidence of current regulatory initiatives to increase
transparency in online advertising, several national regulatory authorities have launched studies on these
issues and some authorities (e.g. CMA, ACCC) are already considering remedies, which are still under
consultation with stakeholders in their respective jurisdictions.
Potential regulatory responses to address transparency issues include focused monitoring and enforcement of
existing legislation by specific regulatory units, international cooperation, the development of codes of
conduct with the main online platforms and regulatory reform based on evidence-based recommendations
from the different inquiries and market studies commissioned by regulatory authorities, that can include
requirements for information disclosure and interoperability and structural remedies.
In addition, several industry initiatives offer solutions for more trustworthy, transparent and verifiable ad
trading. These include standards and practices for ad quality and measurement, charters or guides, innovative
solutions to increase transparency on fees and bidding data, and programmes on user privacy and consent.
The effectiveness of self-regulatory initiatives depends on their adoption and implementation across the
industry.
Finally, academic literature provides a range of methods and models to help advertisers and publishers
mitigate programmatic advertising opacity by enabling them to take more informed decisions and optimize
their strategy and revenue.
Overall, it appears that no single regulatory, industry or individual measure in isolation may sufficiently
address the various issues identified but that better implementation of the existing initiatives and a
combination of the proposed measures could be more effective in tackling these issues.
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Objectives and scope
The raise of online advertising and programmatic technologies has significantly impacted the functioning of
and revenues from advertising. While offline advertising relies on branding to reach a wide audience, online
advertising enables advertisers to deliver targeted ads to specific groups of people, based on user data
collected from their activities online. In addition, the automation of advertising trading with programmatic
technologies has allowed to better match supply and demand, enabling publishers to sell their remnant
inventory and advertisers to easily reach a large and targeted audience on different websites. Over the last
years, programmatic trading has surpassed non-programmatic trading in online advertising. Programmatic
advertising is embedded in a complex ecosystem encompassing a wide range of players and intermediaries.
However, the distribution of digital ad spend revenues shows an increasing domination of a few players,
namely online platforms, in the online advertising market. The vertical integration of online platforms
provides them with competitive advantages and enables them to act as gatekeepers to business users. In
addition, the automation of programmatic advertising has raised concerns about the transparency of processes
along the supply chain, such as ad exchanges, ad placements, and the fees of intermediaries.
The perceived lack of transparency and accountability in business-to-business (B2B) commercial relations in
online advertising has been identified by the European Commission (EC) as one of the areas requiring further
evidence gathering and analysis. Transparency issues have been raised especially for ad exchanges and ad
placements in programmatic advertising, as well as concerns about the gatekeeping role of large online
platforms towards business users in the market.
The aim of this analytical paper is to analyse the level and means of transparency in the online advertising
value chain, through collection of evidence and facts about various business models, advertising practices and
stakeholders. The following research questions guided our research and analysis:
Online advertising ecosystem
•
•
•
•

Who are the main stakeholders in the online programmatic advertising value chain?
What is the role of online platforms in the digital advertising value chain?
What are the current business models of platforms in online advertising?
What are the roles and share of intermediaries in the programmatic advertising value chain?

Challenges identified
•
•
•
•
•

What are the volumes spent and earned from online advertising along the value chain?
What are the processes of online programmatic advertising where lack of transparency is perceived?
What are the levels of transparency perceived by the different stakeholders for the different
processes (in particular for ad exchanges and ad placements)?
What are the impacts of the lack of transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements?
To what extent are vertical integration and lack of transparency linked to the business models of
online platforms?

Proposed and experimented solutions
•
•

What are the current means to ensure transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements?
What are the examples of good practices in terms of transparency of ad exchange and ad
placements?
10

•

What is the effectiveness of the different areas of intervention?

Following these research questions, we have structured this document as follows: after this introduction and
the methodological approach (see Section 2), Section 3 presents the structure of the online advertising market,
introducing its evolution, different trading models and ecosystem. Section 4 describes the main issues for
business to business relations in online advertising, including competition imbalances, lack of transparency
and ad fraud. Section 5 then proposes potential and experimented solutions to these issues, covering
regulatory interventions, self-regulation and industry initiatives, as well as other methods and models for
improved decision making. Lastly, Section 6 presents our conclusions. In addition, Annex 1 presents the
research protocol for the literature review, Annex 2 the list of literature, Annex 3 the list of interviewees, Annex
4 the interview guides, and Annex 5 provides an overview of the business models of Google, Facebook and
Amazon.
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Methodological approach
This analytical paper is based on a literature review and desk research, complemented by semi-structured
interviews. Our research and analysis were completed between December 2019 and April 2020.
As a first step, we conducted a literature review based on a well-defined protocol detailing the objectives, the
search procedure and the inclusion criteria. The full research protocol is presented in Annex 1: Research
protocol for literature review. To achieve a thorough background knowledge of the area, the review of
literature was conducted following systematic principles. After defining the search strings and inclusion
criteria, we reviewed the literature published in academic journals using three databases – Scopus, EBSCO
and ISI Web of Sciences. Our review was then complemented by desk research to gather relevant nonacademic publications, including grey sources. The work and publications reviewed included academic
articles and non-academic sources such as reports and studies from public authorities and industry
associations, market research, expert blogs, etc. Overall, we gathered literature providing qualitative and
quantitative results, and spanning across different study fields such as marketing and advertising, policy,
behavioural science and business. The literature review and desk research covered the online advertising
ecosystem in the EU and where relevant also outside the EU (e.g. Australia, United States). Our search focused
on sources available in English, although other languages have been considered where relevant (e.g. French,
Spanish). Given the recency of the market developments of online advertising and practices, our review
focused on relevant works published within the 2015-2020 period. Overall, our literature review and desk
research covered more than 190 sources, listed in Annex 2: List of literature. After identifying the relevant
sources, our researchers screened the documents and coded them by dimensions and subdimensions
following the structure of this analytical paper (online advertising structure and ecosystem, challenges
identified, proposed and experimented solutions), in order to facilitate the analysis.
As a second step, we conducted semi-structured interviews with stakeholders to validate and complement the
findings of the literature review, and gather perceptions on the identified challenges and effectiveness of
existing solutions and potential interventions. We conducted a total of 20 interviews with stakeholders across
the ad value chain, including representatives of online platforms, publishers, advertisers and intermediaries,
as well as regulators, NGOs and experts. The list of interviewees is presented in Annex 3: List of interviewees.
The interviews were conducted following a semi-structured guide tailored to each stakeholder group,
presented in Annex 4: Interview guides. In some cases, stakeholders provided additional documentation after
the interview. Following the interviews, we centralised the notes to facilitate comparison by topic and
question.
The finding from the literature review and desk research were then triangulated with the interviews minutes
to carry out the analysis and address the research questions. In addition, in Annex 5: Business models, we
presented the business models of three online platforms (Google, Facebook, Amazon) as case studies to
illustrate further their strategy and practices regarding transparency and vertical integration.
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The online advertising structure and
ecosystem
This section aims to address the research questions about the types and roles of stakeholders in the online
advertising value chain and in particular the role of intermediaries in programmatic advertising. The section
first presents the emergence of programmatic advertising, describes its different models and introduces the
roles of the various players in the online advertising ecosystem.

3.1.

Evolution

An advertisement is a marketing message intended to encourage potential customers to purchase a product
or to subscribe to a service.1 In the second half of the 20th century, the focus of the advertising industry was
mainly on branding, using large image-based messages associating a product with a set of values and designed
to appeal to a large public.2 Traditionally, branding campaigns were mostly run through television, radio and
newspaper commercials. With the advancement of Internet and the progressive move of businesses and
services to the online space, advertisers also naturally turned to online advertisement. The first online ad was
a banner for AT&T displayed on HotWired.com in 1994, when only around 30 million people were on the
Web.3
As consumer attention has split between television, radio, newspapers, laptops and phones, advertisers have
had to compete for the increasingly scarce and valuable resource of attention in an industry defined by the
“economy of attention”. In this context of stiff competition, the focus of advertising has shifted from branding
to targeting.4 Whereas branding is designed to appeal to a large public, targeting enables to tailor ads to
particular groups of people. Advertising technology, which encompasses software programs, data servers and
marketing agencies that facilitate the sale of user data and the display of advertising messages to internet
users, enables greater targeting of ads. First, websites gather data on users from the web browsers and tracking
cookies. Tracking cookies are bits of code that track users and record information on behaviour (e.g. types of
websites visited, time spent on them and purchases made) and demographics (e.g. age, educational level,
family status, income bracket and interests). Cookies then report this information back to the websites, who
use it to tailor their ads to users. The user data is then used to sell ad space to brands and advertisers.5
While at its inception in the 1990s, online display advertising was bought and sold in advance through direct
offline deals between media owners and advertisers, advertising technology firms started developing

Wang J., Zhang W., Yuan S. (2017). Display advertising with real-time bidding (RTB) and behavioural targeting. Retrieved from
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.085043506058&doi=10.1561%2f1500000049&partnerID=40&md5=846f9e312acdc1d6e44b582a382457ec
2 Wartkins E. (2018). Guide to Advertising Technology. Retrieved from https://www.cjr.org/tow_center_reports/the-guide-toadvertising-technology.php
3 Wang J., Zhang W., Yuan S. (2017). Display advertising with real-time bidding (RTB) and behavioural targeting. Retrieved from
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.085043506058&doi=10.1561%2f1500000049&partnerID=40&md5=846f9e312acdc1d6e44b582a382457ec
4 Wartkins E. (2018). Guide to Advertising Technology. Retrieved from https://www.cjr.org/tow_center_reports/the-guide-toadvertising-technology.php
5 Wartkins E. (2018). Guide to Advertising Technology. Retrieved from https://www.cjr.org/tow_center_reports/the-guide-toadvertising-technology.php
1
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solutions to enable publishers to sell their advertising inventory automatically via programmatic trading.6
Programmatic advertising is the automation of buying and selling of ad inventory using audience data to
enable advertisers to show relevant ads to the audience at the right time and place. 7 As demonstrated by
McGuigan8, programmatic advertising is the result of efforts to optimize media spending using algorithms
and predictive models, increase the efficiency of administrative processes and connect the advertising
ecosystem to enable information to circulate and transactions to be executed electronically and
instantaneously.

3.2.

Models
Online advertising and its formats

The digital market advertising has proven to be extremely dynamic in Europe, doubling its market size in the
last five years to amount to EUR 55 billion in 2018.9 While the main markets in Europe are the UK, Germany
and France, double digit growth is experienced in the Czech Republic, Slovenia and Sweden, illustrating the
fast growth in Central and Nordic Europe (see Figure 1). In the UK, digital advertising accounted for over half
of all spending on advertising the for the first time in 2017.10

FIGURE 1: DIGITAL ADVERTISING MARKET SIZES 2017 (EUR MILLION)

Source: IAB (2018) Adex Benchmark Study

Plum Consulting (2019). Online advertising in the UK. Retrieved from
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/777996/Plum_DCMS_Online_Adver
tising_in_the_UK.pdf
7 West T. (2016). How to get started with Programmatic advertising: A beginners guide. Retrieved from
https://www.stateofdigital.com/get-started-programmatic-advertising-beginners-guide/
8 McGuigan L. (2019). Automating the audience commodity: The unacknowledged ancestry of programmatic advertising. Retrieved
from https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.085065549408&doi=10.1177%2f1461444819846449&partnerID=40&md5=83bc99747e93f52652769d5af28d071e
9 IAB Europe (2019). IAB Europe Report: AdEx Benchmark 2018. Retrieved from https://iabeurope.eu/research-thought-leadership/iabeurope-report-adex-benchmark-2018/
10 House of Lords (2018). UK Advertising in a digital age. Retrieved from
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201719/ldselect/ldcomuni/116/116.pdf
6
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Online advertising covers different formats and functions 11:
•
•

•
•

Search: paid-for listing in search results, such as sponsored ads.
Display: rectangular ads which appear on websites visited through a browser on a desktop
computer, tablet, or smartphone. Display advertising includes standard banners, native
(integrated in the surrounding content e.g. promoted posts in social feeds or paid-for
recommendations on webpages), sponsored content, out-stream and in-stream videos.
Classifieds: paid listings such as recruitment, property.
Other: audio advertising, email, SMS and emerging online advertising formats such as virtual and
augmented reality.

According to IAB Europe data, search is the largest category of online advertising, accounting for 45.3% of the
European online advertising market in 2018, followed by 42.2% for display and 12.5% for classifieds.12

Programmatic advertising and its models
The programmatic advertising market has experienced a rapid growth in Europe, outpacing nonprogrammatic advertising since 2016 and amounting to EUR 16.8 billion in 2018 (see Figure 2).

FIGURE 2: DIGITAL AD SPEND BY TRANSACTION MECHANISM (EUR BILLION)

Source: IAB Europe (2019) Programmatic ad spend in Europe 2018

The programmatic market is driven by Western Europe (see Figure 3), exhibiting revenues nearly ten times
higher than Central and Eastern Europe, where the digital advertising market is less mature but records a fast
growth13 (e.g. with an ad spend growth above 15% in Czech Republic, Croatia, Romania).

Plum Consulting (2019). Online advertising in the UK. Retrieved from
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/777996/Plum_DCMS_Online_Adver
tising_in_the_UK.pdf
12 IAB Europe (2019). IAB Europe Report: AdEx Benchmark 2018. Retrieved from https://iabeurope.eu/research-thought-leadership/iabeurope-report-adex-benchmark-2018/
13 IAB Europe (2019). Programmatic ad spend in Europe 2018. Retrieved from https://iabeurope.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/IABEurope_European-Programmatic-Ad-Spend-2018-Report_Sept-2019.pdf
11
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FIGURE 3: PROGRAMMATIC DIGITAL DISPLAY AD SPENDING IN TOP MARKETS (EUR BILLION)
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While non-programmatic advertising consists mainly of direct orders from advertisers to run static campaigns
for a certain number of impressions, programmatic advertising uses algorithms and automation to buy and
sell digital advertising. The main advantages of programmatic advertising are 14,15:
•

•
•

Efficiency. Trading is automated and the auction can happen in a fraction of seconds. Publishers
can maximise the monetisation of their content and minimise the risk of inventory remaining
unsold.
Better targeting. Leveraging multiple data sources, intermediaries can assess advertising
impressions and provide advertisers with targeting options.
Aggregation. Intermediaries connect multiple buyers (advertisers/media agencies) with multiple
sellers (publishers), allowing each to reach supply and demand sources that could not be reached
as cost effectively through manual trading.

According to Wartkins16, the widespread transparency, efficiency, and availability of data have driven the
price of impressions down for advertisers, reducing revenue for publishers. Based on a PPI report17, between
1991 and 2018, although the overall spending on media advertising has grown, its share of GDP has dropped
by 25% on average in France, Germany, Australia and the US to reach a range of 0.59-0.96% in 2018. Taking
into consideration the price trends of digital advertising and print advertising, PPI estimates that digital ads
are currently 40% cheaper than print ads of equivalent effectiveness.

Plum Consulting (2019). Online advertising in the UK. Retrieved from
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/777996/Plum_DCMS_Online_Adver
tising_in_the_UK.pdf
15 House of Lords (2018). UK Advertising in a digital age. Retrieved from
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201719/ldselect/ldcomuni/116/116.pdf
16 Wartkins E. (2018). Guide to Advertising Technology. Retrieved from https://www.cjr.org/tow_center_reports/the-guide-toadvertising-technology.php
17
PPI (2019). The Declining Cost of Advertising: Policy Implications. Retrieved from https://www.progressivepolicy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/07/Advertising2019_Mandel.pdf
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The main type of programmatic advertising is Real-Time Bidding (RTB), which consists in the automated
process of buying display ad space in real time, via an auction based on the target audience.18 RTB occurs on
a digital exchange (such as OpenRTB exchanges), which allows the transaction between the advertisers
(demand side) and publishers (supply side) to occur in real-time and is relevant for search, display and video
advertising content across desktops and mobile.19 The main steps of how RTB works are as follows 20,21,22:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Publishers make their ad space available to the ad exchanges beforehand, via the SSP (supply side
platform).
Advertisers decide roughly which audiences they want to target with their ads (this could be based
on their existing audience data such as existing website visitors, act-alike audiences of existing
customers / site visitors, or new prospecting audiences based on interest / demographics etc)
An individual visits a webpage. While the web page loads, this initiates the loading of an ad
impression. A request is sent to the ad exchange via the SSP indicating that an ad impression is
available. Information about the individual (gathered via cookies) and the content of the page is
gathered and reported back to the ad exchange.
If the characteristics of the individual match the targeting defined by the advertiser, the advertiser
will be entered into the auction on the DSP (Demand Side Platform), to bid against all the other
advertisers who are also bidding for this target audience.
Whichever advertiser has the highest bid wins the ad space and their ad shows to the individual
during that particular visit on the webpage.
Publishers get paid for the ads they show on their sites.

Steps 3 to 5 happen in milliseconds as the page loads. The process of RTB is further illustrated in Figure 4.

West T. (2016). How to get started with Programmatic advertising: A beginners guide. Retrieved from
https://www.stateofdigital.com/get-started-programmatic-advertising-beginners-guide/
19 AlgoAware (2019). An overview of the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem: Opportunities and Challenges. Retrieved from
https://platformobservatory.eu/app/uploads/2019/10/An-overview-of-the-Programmatic-Advertising-Ecosystem-Opportunities-andChallenges.pdf
20 West T. (2016). How to get started with Programmatic advertising: A beginners guide. Retrieved from
https://www.stateofdigital.com/get-started-programmatic-advertising-beginners-guide/
21 House of Lords (2018). UK Advertising in a digital age. Retrieved from
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201719/ldselect/ldcomuni/116/116.pdf
22 AlgoAware (2019). An overview of the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem: Opportunities and Challenges. Retrieved from
https://platformobservatory.eu/app/uploads/2019/10/An-overview-of-the-Programmatic-Advertising-Ecosystem-Opportunities-andChallenges.pdf
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FIGURE 4: REAL TIME BIDDING PROCESS

Source: Papadopoulos et al (2017) If you are not paying for it, you are the product: How much do advertisers pay to reach you?

RTB exchanges usually employ the second price auction, where instead of paying for the bid offered, the
bidder (advertiser) pays the price calculated from the second highest bid. 23 The reason for that is that
impressions with same or similar user profiles will continuously appear in ad exchanges. If advertisers pay
what they bid (i.e. the first price auction), they would not state their true valuations, but rather keep adjusting
their bids in response to other bidders’ behaviours.24 However, there is now a trend towards more first-price
auctions, as explained in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.2.
The industry metric for buying inventory is the “impression”, which refers to the point where an ad is viewed
once by a visitor or displayed once on a webpage. Impressions are sold in Cost Per Mille (CPM or cost per
thousand views) or Cost Per Click (CPC, when a viewer clicks on an ad) or Cost Per Action (CPA, when a
viewer both clicks and makes a purchase).25
Unlike sponsored search where CPC is typically used for the payment, RTB mainly employs CPM. Thus, it is
the advertisers’ responsibility to optimise the effectiveness of the campaigns such as clicks or conversions on
top of the CPM costs, which is facilitated by the reception of user information and targeting.26 CPC can be less
profitable than CPM for website owners since the number of clicks depends on the advertisement
attractiveness and quality. A 2019 IAB Europe survey shows that advertisers mainly use measurement metrics
focusing on sales (CPA) and purchase intent (CPC) while publishers are focused on transactional metrics
(CPM) and viewability.27

23 Suppose

Advertisers A, B, C, and D, based on their valuations, place bids as €10, €8, €12, €6 CPMs respectively. Advertiser C would
win the auction with the actual payment price €10 CPM.
24 Wang J., Zhang W., Yuan S. (2017). Display advertising with real-time bidding (RTB) and behavioural targeting. Retrieved from
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.085043506058&doi=10.1561%2f1500000049&partnerID=40&md5=846f9e312acdc1d6e44b582a382457ec
25 Wartkins E. (2018). Guide to Advertising Technology. Retrieved from https://www.cjr.org/tow_center_reports/the-guide-toadvertising-technology.php
26 Wang J., Zhang W., Yuan S. (2017). Display advertising with real-time bidding (RTB) and behavioural targeting. Retrieved from
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.085043506058&doi=10.1561%2f1500000049&partnerID=40&md5=846f9e312acdc1d6e44b582a382457ec
27
IAB Europe (2019). Attitudes to programmatic advertising. Retrieved from https://iabeurope.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/IABEurope-Attitudes-to-Programmatic-Advertising-Report-2019_Sept-2019.pdf
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Apart from RTB, the other forms of programmatic advertising involve a more direct relationship between
advertisers and publishers28,29,30:
•

•

•

Private Marketplace (PMP) works similarly to regular RTB but where publishers invite preapproved buyers to bid on their inventory and set a price floor (fixed minimum price). Here, the
DSP plugs directly into the source of the publisher’s inventory, which eliminates the requirement
for an exchange and the buyer is aware of exactly where the advert will run. This marketplace
usually offers exclusive traffic to well-known websites.
Preferred deal: predetermined commitment to inventory price but not inventory amount.
Advertisers can place their programmatic ads in the desired inventory with a fixed price without
bidding for it on the open market.
Fixed-price programmatic (or programmatic guaranteed): predetermined commitment from
advertisers to buy a fixed amount of inventory for a fixed price from specific publisher websites
without real-time bidding. Publishers may be more inclined to sell top-tier inventory like homepage takeover ads at a fixed price for a guaranteed number of impressions.

These three forms of programmatic direct account for three quarters of the programmatic sales, while
programmatic indirect (RTB) only amounts to a quarter.31 Programmatic direct models arguably offer the
value of increased transparency compared to RTB. 32 An internal survey from the World Federation of
Advertisers (WFA) shows a declining use of RTB (68% in 2014 vs 52% in 2019) and a growing use of private
marketplaces (41% in 2014 vs 100% in 2019) and programmatic guaranteed (30% in 2014 vs 91% in 2019). This
evolution is primarily being driven by shifting attitudes and behaviours in advertisers, seeking to increase
spend on verifiably brand safe channels, demanding transparency from agencies and suppliers, and increasing
spend with premium content publishers.33
The use of programmatic indirect (RTB) and programmatic direct sales is not mutually exclusive. As explained
by Choi et al34, programmatic guaranteed enables publishers to avail their guaranteed deals to advertisers
with smaller budgets, saving advertisers’ search costs associated with finding prices from multiple publishers.
Advertisers can have a long-standing relationship with the publisher which facilitates the customization of ad
formats and price negotiations. Paying a premium to buy a guaranteed inventory in advance helps mitigate
uncertainty in either the auctions' outcomes or the amount of impressions that will be available in RTB on
specific dates. Finally, advertisers concerned with ensuring brand safety can choose guaranteed deals so their
ads appear on high-quality, reputable websites. On the other hand, advertisers may favour RTB for its finer
targeting and lower search costs as a large number of publishers can be reached on the exchange market and

Plum Consulting (2019). Online advertising in the UK. Retrieved from
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/777996/Plum_DCMS_Online_Adver
tising_in_the_UK.pdf
29 AlgoAware (2019). An overview of the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem: Opportunities and Challenges. Retrieved from
https://platformobservatory.eu/app/uploads/2019/10/An-overview-of-the-Programmatic-Advertising-Ecosystem-Opportunities-andChallenges.pdf
30 Bobush N. (2018). What is programmatic advertising: the comprehensive guide. Retrieved from
https://epom.com/blog/programmatic/what-is-programmatic-advertising
31 Plum Consulting (2019). Online advertising in the UK. Retrieved from
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/777996/Plum_DCMS_Online_Adver
tising_in_the_UK.pdf
32 AlgoAware (2019). An overview of the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem: Opportunities and Challenges. Retrieved from
https://platformobservatory.eu/app/uploads/2019/10/An-overview-of-the-Programmatic-Advertising-Ecosystem-Opportunities-andChallenges.pdf
33 AlgoAware (2019). An overview of the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem: Opportunities and Challenges. Retrieved from
https://platformobservatory.eu/app/uploads/2019/10/An-overview-of-the-Programmatic-Advertising-Ecosystem-Opportunities-andChallenges.pdf
34 Choi H., Mela C.F., Balseiro S., Leary A. (2019). Online Display Advertising Markets: A Literature Review and Future Directions.
Retrieved from https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3070706
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no prior negotiation is necessary. Therefore, most advertisers engage in both selling channels by allocating a
portion of their budget in the guaranteed selling channel in advance, and then spending the rest in RTB.

Ecosystem
There are several distinct functions in the programmatic advertising value chain, all of which intervene in
real-time bidding models, but might be present, to a different extent, also in other advertising models. A
simplified overview of the RTB ecosystem is presented in Figure 5. The remainder of this section presents the
different roles in the online advertising ecosystem based on cross-research.35

FIGURE 5: REAL TIME BIDDING ECOSYSTEM OVERVIEW

Source: Wang et al (2017) Display advertising with real-time bidding (RTB) and behavioural targeting

The demand side includes:
• Advertisers pay to show ads to consumers on online media in order to influence perceptions of
their brands (brand advertising) and/or initiate an action, such as signing up for an offer or making
a purchase (response advertising). Advisers create ad campaigns and define their target audience
according to their marketing objectives, budgets, strategies etc. In programmatic advertising, they
buy a set of impressions to maximize their objectives given their constraints. Throughout the ad
campaign, advertisers measure return on investment (ROI) and use it as a reference point in setting
future objectives and buying strategies. Usually, large scale advertisers use media agencies to plan
online display advertising campaigns and to buy programmatic display media. However, major
advertisers are increasingly bringing programmatic buying in-house.
• Media agencies provide media strategy, media planning and media buying services to advertisers.
Major media agencies offer these services across media (including television, print, digital,
outdoor, cinema and radio) while smaller-scale specialists focus on programmatic buying. Media
agencies charge advertiser clients commissions on the value of programmatic media purchased,
performance fees or other fees for services provided.
• Trading desks provide services to coordinate and execute programmatic media buying. They are
contracted by advertiser or agency clients to buy advertising from different sources (DSPs, ad

West 2016, Papadopoulos et al 2017, Wang et al 2017, Bobush 2018, House of Lord 2018, Bashir 2019, Choi et al 2019, Plum Consulting
2019, AlgoAware 2019
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•

exchanges, SSPs) and to optimise campaign performance. In most cases, trading desks are part of
major agency holding companies. Trading desk pricing models differ and may include a
percentage of media, payment by results, such as actions, or people fees.
Demand Side Platforms (DSP) are services that enable media agencies, trading desks or
advertisers to buy advertising space from multiple supply sources including ad exchanges, SSPs
and media owners. DSPs enable advertisers to store their ads, use algorithms to process user data
and identify matches with the advertisers’ audience, assess the value of each impression and
optimize bid prices to help them buy the best matched ad slots. DSPs business models generally
involve a commission on the value of ad inventory purchased, although in some cases this is
replaced by subscription fees for the use of technology platforms. Media agencies, trading desks
or advertisers often contract with several DSPs in parallel in order to maximise the ad inventory
available to buy and to encourage competition between suppliers.

The supply side includes:
•

•

The publisher is the media owner where users browse for content and can be exposed to ads. A
publisher may be anything from a news outlet to a blog page, to a mobile app, a social media
website, or an online search engine. The space that publishers make available to display adverts is
known as the publisher’s inventory. Publishers decide on the pricing of their advertising inventory,
on what information to share and with whom in the ad ecosystem, and on the ad delivery
scheduling. In setting prices for their available ad slots, publishers need to understand advertiser
valuation which can prove challenging as they do not have access to advertisers’ proprietary data
on ad effectiveness (e.g. purchase conversion rate).
Supply Side Platforms (SSP) enable publishers to connect to multiple sources of demand (DSPs
and other SSPs), manage their inventory of available ad slots, maximise their ad revenue by using
algorithms to set price floors, determine which buyers can bid and which data to disclose to buyers,
allocate ad impressions from different channels (e.g. RTB or backfill in case of unsold inventory)
and receive revenue. It also collects data on publisher's audiences to better configure their ad slots’
pricing. Publishers often connect to multiple SSPs, in order to maximise the number of potential
buyers for their ad inventory. Generally, SSPs are paid a revenue share (commission) by publisher
clients. SSPs and ad exchanges may use first- or second-price auction models.

In addition, ad exchanges and ad networks can be found between the demand and supply and are part of the
core online advertising ecosystem.
•

•

Ad Exchanges are marketplaces that connect demand (DSPs, advertisers) and supply (SSPs,
publishers) and use auctions to sell an ad impression in real time generated by a user visit.
Typically, these auctions follow the second higher price model. After the auction, the winning
impression is served to the user’s display and the winning bidder is notified about the final charge
price. The multiplication of ad networks led to the emergence of ad exchanges, DSPs and SSPs, to
reduce barriers to entry of new advertisers and publishers into the online advertising business,
reduce search costs and optimize ad campaigning. Ad exchanges and SSPs are increasingly
converging with a high degree of overlap in their service offerings. 36
Ad networks are companies which aggregate publisher websites with comparable inventory into
bundles, making it easier for advertisers to centralize their ad purchases. Ad networks enable
advertisers to buy large numbers of ads to show to similar users visiting different websites, and

Geradin D., Katsifis D. (2019). Google’s (Forgotten) Monopoly – Ad Technology Services on the Open Web. Retrieved from
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3391913
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more efficiently hit their impression targets (number of impressions they want their ads to make
on viewers).
Beside the supply and demand parts of the digital ad ecosystem, a range of intermediaries add value by
providing supporting technologies and data which facilitate trading and leverage user data and analytics to
target advertising. They generally charge commission fees or revenue share and/or technology fees. These
intermediaries are the following:
•

•

•

Data Management Platforms (DMP) or Data Exchange aggregate, analyse and maintain user
private data such as demographics, interests, behavioural information, and provide them to DSPs,
SSPs and ad exchanges for better matching. Based on user data, DMPs create audience segments
which are useful for publishers to understand their users, for SSPs to retrieve more re-targeted ads
and for DSPs to inform their bid decision. In addition, based on the success of ad campaigns, DMPs
attributes a score to users’ private data to improve bid prices of future ad campaigns. DMPs can
therefore be considered an essential component of the digital ad ecosystem as they enable targeting
in real time.
Data providers sell data gathered from proprietary and third-party sources to DSPs who use it to
assess advertising impressions available to buy in the programmatic marketplace. Pricing models
include CPM or a percentage of the media bought using the data.
Ad Verification Providers are platforms that ensure the quality of traffic and targeting, checking
whether ad impressions were served in reputable content and placed appropriately on the
publishers' websites, and were seen by real people as intended. Generally, verification providers
place tags on ads which collect data and report this back to their servers. Ad verification providers
usually charge for their services on a CPM basis.

Supporting technology firms include publisher and advertiser ad servers, analytics and web browsers.
•

•

•

Publisher ad servers are technologies that manage publisher ad inventory and make decisions
about which ads to serve to users taking into account information about direct deals with media
agencies (such as price, frequency caps, target volumes and audiences) and bids from demand
partners. Advertiser ad servers are the equivalent technologies used by advertisers and media
agencies to store and deliver ads and keep track of this activity. Ad servers generally charge a
commission on sales of advertising.
Analytics software providers enable advertisers to monitor traffic on their websites and apps, and
to bring this data together with ad campaign and conversion data in order to analyse the impact
of the advertising. Analytics may be a discrete software or service or integrated with other services,
such as a DSP or ad server.
Web browser vendors have the ability to limit or influence what advertising formats and tracking
methods are used. The main browsers (Safari, Mozilla Firefox, and recently Chrome) have decided
to restrict the use of third-party cookies (see Section 4.2.1).

Figure 6 below presents the links between the different members of the value chain with examples of main
players.
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FIGURE 6: PROGRAMMATIC ONLINE DISPLAY ADVERTISING VALUE CHAIN

Source: Plum Consulting (2019) Online advertising in the UK

It is very common for some (large) companies to play simultaneously different roles on the buyer and seller
sides even inside the same auction.37,38 For example, Google is involved on the demand side through DV360,
on the supply side through its AdX exchange and through the provision of supporting technologies such as
ad server to manage and track advertising, Analytics to analyse web content, and Chrome web browser to
display advertising.39 Facebook serves as a SSP, DMP, and ad exchange, but it is also a publisher.40 This
situation and resulting consequences are described in the following section.

Papadopoulos P., Kourtellis N., Rodriguez P.R., Laoutaris N. (2017). If you are not paying for it, you are the product: How much do
advertisers pay to reach you? Retrieved from https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.085038611910&doi=10.1145%2f3131365.3131397&partnerID=40&md5=a6af4b7e4a79bbac954762f915215561
38 Bashir M.A. (2019). On the Privacy Implications of Real Time Bidding. Retrieved from
https://www.ahmadbashir.com/static/pdf/bashir-thesis.pdf
39 Furman J. (2019). Unlocking digital competition. Retrieved from
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/785547/unlocking_digital_competiti
on_furman_review_web.pdf
40 Choi H., Mela C.F., Balseiro S., Leary A. (2019). Online Display Advertising Markets: A Literature Review and Future Directions.
Retrieved from https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3070706
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Challenges identified
This section presents the main challenges affecting business to business (B2B) commercial relations in online
advertising. The section covers the research questions concerning the volumes spent and earned along the
value chain, the processes of programmatic advertising where lack of transparency is perceived by the
different stakeholders, the impacts of this opacity, and the extent to which vertical integration and lack of
transparency may be linked to online platforms’ business models. We show first that there are significant
imbalances of market power in the ad ecosystem, resulting from the dominance of a few platforms that occupy
strategic positions across the ad value chain and have the ability to act as gatekeepers with business users. We
then present the main transparency issues in B2B relations, some of which are linked to the market power of
platforms while others result from the complexity of programmatic advertising. We finally describe issues of
ad fraud, which are exacerbated by the ad ecosystem opacity.

4.1.

Competition issues
A duopoly in the online advertising market

The online advertising market is led by a duopoly formed by Google and Facebook, as evidenced by market
data41 and confirmed by national and supranational authorities (French Competition Authority - FCA, UK
House of Lords and Competition and Market Authority - CMA, Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission - ACCC, the European Commission, UNCTAD) as well as independent experts in various
reports.42,43,44 Table 1 below provides an overview of the revenue share of digital advertising per company
worldwide, showing that Google and Facebook accounted for 33% and 16.2% respectively in 2017.

eMarketer (2019). Digital display ad Spending. Retrieved from
https://www.emarketer.com/search1/?query=digital%20display%20ad%20spending&hierarchicalMenu%5Bgeographies.lvl0%5D=Europ
e&refinementList%5Btype%5D=report&app=%22researchtopics%22&location=%22mReportDigital%20Display%20Ad%20Spending%22
42 Plum Consulting (2019). Online advertising in the UK. Retrieved from
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/777996/Plum_DCMS_Online_Adver
tising_in_the_UK.pdf
43 Furman J. (2019). Unlocking digital competition. Retrieved from
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/785547/unlocking_digital_competiti
on_furman_review_web.pdf
44 Geradin D., Katsifis D. (2019). An EU competition law analysis of online display advertising in the programmatic age. Retrieved from
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.085061512533&doi=10.1080%2f17441056.2019.1574440&partnerID=40&md5=ece92d1a1dd8f494c058dc7303c9f098
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TABLE 1: NET DIGITAL AD REVENUE SHARE WORLDWIDE, BY COMPANY IN 2016-2019 (PROJECTIONS), % OF
TOTAL AND BILLIONS

Source: eMarketer (2017), extracted from French Competition Authority opinion (2018)

At national level, Google and Facebook were expected to have earned 65.8% of digital advertising spend
combined in 2018 in the UK (42.9% and 22.9% respectively). 45 In France, the French Competition Authority46
estimated that in 2016, Google had earned about half of the digital ad revenue, with overall revenues three
times higher than those of Facebook, though the latter is experiencing a faster growth. No other firm was
found to earn more than 10% of the digital ad revenue in France. In the United States, Facebook and Google
had a combined share of 58% of the digital advertising revenue in 2018 while Amazon had a share of 4.2%. 47
In online search advertising more specifically, Google has been by far the strongest player in the European
Economic Area (EEA), with a market share above 70% from 2006 to 2016.48
Annex 5 provides an overview of the business models of Google, Facebook and Amazon, that generated
respectively 83.9%, 98.5% and about 5% of their revenues through advertising services in 2019. Compared to
Google and Facebook, Amazon’s business model is not centred on advertising revenues and focuses mainly
on retail services. Facebook’s business model is almost fully dependant on advertising, relying on the amount
and quality of user data collected through its consumer facing services to offer personalised services and
targeted advertising. Google’s main shares of revenues come from the sale of inventory on its own services,
on Google Network Members’ properties, and from the provision of ad tech tools to the open web. Facebook
and Amazon provide tools for advertisers to place ads mainly on their own inventories, but also to third-party

eMarketer (2019). Facebook and Google maintain grip in UK digital ad market. Retrieved from
https://www.emarketer.com/content/facebook-and-google-maintain-grip-in-uk-digital-ad-market
46 Autorité de la concurrence (2018). Avis n° 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018 portant sur l’exploitation des données dans le secteur de la
publicité sur internet. Retrieved from https://www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/sites/default/files/commitments//18a03.pdf
47 UNCTAD Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Competition Law and Policy (2019). Competition issues in the digital economy.
Retrieved from https://unctad.org/meetings/en/SessionalDocuments/ciclpd54_en.pdf
48 European Commission (2019). Antitrust: Commission fines Google €1.49 billion for abusive practices in online advertising. Retrieved
from https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_19_1770
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publishers that are respectively part of the Facebook Audience Network or the Amazon Publisher Services.
Amazon DSP also gives access to third-party open exchanges.
According to IAB Europe’s 2018, AdEx Benchmark, mobile display accounts for nearly half of the total display
and is a key contributing factor to overall growth of Display overall. Social, which refers to ad spend on social
network, is 80% on mobile. In terms of differences between the mobile and desktop markets, the interim
results of the CMA market study49 report that Google has a relatively higher share of supply in mobile search
than in desktop search (97% versus 86% in the UK), which can be linked to a more frequent default position
of its browser on mobiles compared to desktops. Inversely, Microsoft’s Bing browser holds a default position
on 16% of UK desktops but almost none in the mobile sector, resulting in a higher share of supply in desktop
search than in mobile search. According to stakeholders interviewed (publishers, advertisers, intermediaries),
mobile browsing is monetised like desktop display, while apps are more like publishers with their own
inventory and show a lower use of programmatic models. Advertising strategies are broadly similar on
desktop and mobile, although mobile has more emphasis on ad campaigns driving app installs, or seeks to
harness location for better targeting. On the other hand, since Apple ban on third party cookies, advertisers
cannot do targeting on iPhones.
Although Google and Facebook claimed in their submissions to the House of Lords, the ACCC and the CMA
that ad tech is a highly competitive market with regular new entrants and start-ups, these institutions consider
that Google has substantial power in the search advertising market and Facebook in the display advertising
services market. The House of Lords and the ACCC also believe that this market concentration is likely to
persist and even increase in the short to medium term given that successful innovative start-ups tend to get
bought by one of the big tech players.

Presence along the ad supply chain and resulting competitive advantages
The economic power of Google and Facebook in the online advertising market results from their presence
across the ad value chain. A distinction should be made between the sales of advertising on the large
platforms’ own inventory (display advertising on the “walled gardens”) and the sales of advertising on other
publishers’ websites (display advertising on the open web). While Google, Facebook, Amazon or Twitter sell
advertising on their own walled gardens, only Google plays a major role in display advertising on the open
web with the provision of various intermediary services along the ad tech supply chain. Out of the overall
digital ad spend in 2018, almost half was spent on search advertising, a market segment where Google faces
limited competition. Out of the remaining digital ad spend, advertisers spent two thirds on display advertising
in walled gardens, and just above one third in display advertising on the open web. 50
In its 2018 Opinion, the French Competition Authority noted that Google had held a leading position in the
ad intermediation and ad serving sectors since its acquisition of DoubleClick in 2008. Since the beginning of
the 2000s, Google has proceeded to more than 200 acquisitions in various technological sectors including ad
intermediation, enabling Google to become present in virtually every segment across the value chain between
publishers and advertisers. Beside DoubleClick, the most significant acquisitions to be noted are the leading
ad network for mobile AdMob and the leading DSP Invite Media in 2010, as well as the leading SSP AdMeld
in 2011 which was then integrated to AdX. 51 Overall, it is estimated that Google now has an 80 to 85% share

CMA (2019). Appendix C: Market outcomes. Retrieved from
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50 Geradin D., Katsifis D. (2019). Google’s (Forgotten) Monopoly – Ad Technology Services on the Open Web. Retrieved from
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51 Geradin D., Katsifis D. (2019). An EU competition law analysis of online display advertising in the programmatic age. Retrieved from
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of the ad tech market52, with a leading position on the ad server market for publishers and advertisers, on the
DSP market with DV360, and on the ad exchange/SSP market with AdX. Plum Consulting reports that
competition remains strong on the ad exchange/SSP market and that Google’s market share in the UK has
decreased due to publishers implementing heading bidding, a programmatic sales method in which SSPs
compete for impressions in parallel.53 However, market data published by Datanyze show that Google’s ad
exchange had a global market share of 53.47% in 2019, far ahead of the next competitor, Xandr (fka AppNexus),
with a share of 13.76%.54 Google is also involved in the provision of supporting technologies such as Analytics
to analyse web content, and Chrome web browser to display advertising.
Google’s vertical integration is older and more consolidated than of Facebook. According to the French
Competition Authority opinion55, Facebook has only made few acquisitions in the technical intermediary
services market, the most significant being Atlas in 2013, an ad server which nowadays collects and analyses
user data. Most of Facebook’s advertising revenues are generated by the sale of ad inventory on its own
platform and services to publishers, while only a limited part stems from Facebook Audience Network.
In the last years, competitors have also proceeded to important acquisitions in the online advertising sector,
such as the acquisition of LinkedIn by Microsoft in 2016, which is now a search advertising player via Bing
Ads and also active in social media advertising, but also the acquisitions of AOL and Yahoo by Verizon in
2015 and 2017. However, these acquisitions are not considered to have made a significant impact on the
competitive balance in the online advertising market.56 TABLE 2 presents an overview of the Google and
Facebook’s position across the ad value chain as well as their main competitors. In addition, Annex 5
summarises the level of vertical integration of Google, Facebook and Amazon.
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TABLE 2: MAIN PLAYERS ACROSS THE AD VALUE CHAIN (WITH ESTIMATED MARKET SHARES FOR THE UK)

Ad network
Ad server for
publishers

Ad
exchange/SSP

GOOGLE

FACEBOOK

OTHER MAIN COMPETITORS

AdSense, AdMob (for apps)

Facebook Audience
Network is Facebook’s
integrated publisher
facing product

Bing Ads

DoubleClick
for
publisher DFP (8090%)
AdX (2535%)

Google Ad
Manager is
Google’s
integrated
publisher facing
product

LinkedIn Ads
Xandr (fka AppNexus)
Smart
Freewheel
AdZerk
Xandr (fka AppNexus)
OpenX
Oath (Verizon Media Group)
Rubicon Project
Index Exchange
Smart
Triplelift

DSP

Google
Display &
Video 360 DV360 (3050%)

Google Ads is
Google’s
integrated
advertiser facing
product (ad
network)

Facebook Ads Manager is
Facebook’s integrated
advertiser facing
products

The Trade Desk
Xandr (fka AppNexus)
Verizon Media Group
AdForm
Amazon
MediaMath
Adobe Advertising Cloud
DataXu
Criteo

Ad server
solution for
advertisers

DoubleClick
Campaign
Manager
(80-90%)

Flashtalking

Data
management
platform

Google
Analytics

Adobe Audience

Sizmek (Amazon)
AdForm

Manager
BlueKai (Oracle)
MediaMath

Sources: Own elaboration based on ACCC 2019, CMA 2019, Datanyze 2019, Gerardin & Katsifis 2019, Plum Consulting 2019

As noted by various interviewees (advertisers, intermediaries), two types of advertisers or publishers can be
identified. On the one hand, clients using the full ad stack from Google, composed of off-the-shelf products
that ensure simplicity and rapidity, and on the other hand clients who prefer more customised services or may
not want to use Google services and who resort to alternative ad tech providers.
Since 2018, Google’s ad exchange AdX and ad server for publishers DFP have been merged into Google Ad
Manager, while its ad server for advertisers and DSP have been merged into Google Ads. Google offers the
ad server part of its service for free to small publishers, who must upgrade to the paid service once they reach
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between 90 and 200 million impressions per month depending on their country of residence. 57 This situation
makes it hard for other ad servers to compete and results in a dominant position of Google ad server
according to industry commentators. In fact, a few competitors have left the market in recent years, leaving
Google’s ad server with little competition. In 2016, Facebook announced that its Atlas ad server for publishers
would be shut down and turned into a measurement pixel. In 2018, OpenX and Verizon’s Oath announced
that they would shutter their respective ad servers.58
Publishers generally single-home on one ad server, although there are cases of publishers having a secondary
ad server. This may be the choice of publishers whose primary ad server is not Google Ad Manager but who
still want to have access to Google’s demand.59 Some publishers also decided to adopt a second ad server for
a different ad format (e.g. FreeWheel specialised in video advertising). According to some intermediaries
interviewed, some publishers choose an alternative ad server to avoid Google and benefit from more
transparency (e.g. Smart shares auction log data with publishers). At the same time, some publisher
representatives noted that publishers must be prominent enough to attract buyers via an alternative ad server,
as illustrated by the large media groups Axel Springer and Schibsted that shifted to Xandr ad server. Since
moving from Google to Xandr’s ad server, Axel Springer’s open market effective CPMs have grown by over
13%.60
Publishers see high costs in switching ad server. First, the low or free fee of Google DFP can make it more
attractive than alternative ad servers. Then, switching ad server can be a long and lengthy process (from 3-6
months to 18 months) due to the high degree of technical integration of the ad server into the publisher’s
system, and can entail issues to migrate historical data.61 Finally, given the full integration of DFP and AdX,
publishers are concerned that using an alternative to DFP may prevent them from accessing Google’s demand
from AdX and Google Ads in an effective manner, which may affect their revenue.62,63 According to a
publisher, Google’s DSP (DV360) enables advertisers to apply targeting options and optimisation settings
(viewability, clicks, conversions) that are not applicable or not to the same extent to publishers not using
Google Ad Manager, which limits the ability of DV360 advertisers to buy impressions from these publishers.
The main competitors to Google’s publisher ad server, Xandr and Smart, reported that they do not have access
to Google AdX’s demand.64
Compared to the concentrated market for ad servers for publishers, the markets for SSPs and DSPs tend to
be more competitive with several active players, although Google has significant shares in these markets
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as well.65 Multi-homing on DSPs is relatively common, with 2.8 DSPs per advertiser on average.66 According
to the CMA interim report and as confirmed by advertiser representatives, it is common for small advertisers
to start by single-homing on Google or Facebook DSP, while large advertisers often use media agencies and
technology tools to purchase inventory from multiple sources, in order to reach a greater variety of audience
and optimise targeting capability. For example, based on advertisers’ submissions, Google’s DV360 and
Amazon DSP appear to be mainly attractive for their access to data and inventory, while other DSPs, such as
Xandr and The Trade Desk, are considered relatively stronger on technology and service. 67 It should be noted
that YouTube’s inventory is only accessible via Google’s DSP.
Some interviewees (intermediary, expert) note a growing integration of the functions of SSP and ad server for
publishers. In addition, as illustrated by recent acquisitions or expansions of intermediation services along the
supply chain from different players (FreeWheel, Smart, Adobe, Amazon), the trend towards vertical
integration appears to be the preferred method to grow in the advertising industry.68 According to an
intermediary interviewed, with the upcoming end of third-party cookies, the integration of DSP and SSP will
become even more relevant to maintain a consistent overview with the use of a common technology on the
buy side and sell side.
The presence of the largest online platforms along the entire ad value chain provides them with substantial
competitive advantages. In its 2018 opinion, the French Competition Authority observed that Google´s
acquisitions may prevent new players from reaching a significant size and being able to compete with
established stakeholders.
Firstly, Google and Facebook and, to a lesser extent, Amazon (GFA) have access to large quantities of
advertising inventory generated by their owned and operated services (YouTube video ads, Google paid
search ads; Facebook and Instagram ads; and Amazon sponsored ads and display ads). They can therefore
generate significant revenue from selling ad space from their own advertising inventory. 69
Secondly, GFA have unique and extensive proprietary data gathered from across their portfolio of
services.70 Google’s search data provide insight into user intent, while Gmail and Google Maps provide
behavioural data. Facebook has access to data about user social networks, interests and behaviours. Amazon
has data about product searches and purchases conducted on its shopping platform. These user data are
particularly valuable to match consumers with advertisers and enable better targeting. In 2016, Google
introduced a change in its privacy policy allowing itself to combine DoubleClick cookie data with user
personally identifiable information collected from Gmail consumers and other authenticated users. That same
year, Google also launched cross-device remarketing, enabling to close the data loop between a Gmail user
logging-in on mobile and desktop. This combination of data across Google services exacerbates its data
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advantage.71 The implementation of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has decreased the
availability of third-party data and led many digital platforms to be more protective of their data. 72 Google
and Facebook operate data “walled gardens”, collecting user data from various sources but sharing only
aggregated data with partners.73
The volume, variety and regularity of the data collected provide significant competitive advantages to Google
and Facebook according to the FCA 2018 opinion. The extensive ad inventory available, combined with the
volume and quality of user data, enable Google and Facebook to reach large audience segments and publish
well targeted ads. The imbalances in access to user data may limit the entry of smaller platforms 74 and enable
the large platforms to expand to other markets and therefore consolidate their dominant position. 75
Thirdly, the vertical integration of Facebook and Google offers important network effects and economies
of scale. The network effects result from the leader position of Google and Facebook and the interdependence
of their services. For example, Google Search can lead to Google Maps and Youtube, while Facebook allows
access to Messenger.76 The technical integration between DV360 and AdX provides Google with benefits such
as better cookie matching, lower latency and confidence in inventory, while the integration of Google ad server
with other Google technology such as analytics facilitates attribution modelling.77 Several interviewees
(publishers, experts) reported that Google Analytics is used by most publishers as it was offered for free, thus
providing access to a vast amount of data and the ability to use them to inform its other services.
As a consequence of their high market shares, extensive access to user data and ownership of key technologies,
online platforms such as Google and Facebook can act as gatekeepers between businesses and their
prospective consumers and are able to set their own terms to advertisers, publishers and providers of
complementary services.78,79

Anti-competitive practices in the online advertising market
In line with Article 102 of the Treaty of the European Union, dominant companies should not abuse their
powerful market position by restricting competition, either in the market where they are dominant or in
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separate markets. The dominant position of the largest online platforms in the ad supply chain provides them
with competitive advantages but may also lead to anti-competitive practices.
4.1.3.1

Conflict of interest and preferential treatment

The presence of platforms such as Google, Xandr or Verizon on both the supply and demand side of the
ad supply chain may give rise to conflicts of interest and preferential treatment of one’s own integrated
services. According to several reports, integrated firms may be in a position to give priority to their own
display inventory over that of others 80, to favour bids coming through their own advertiser-side
intermediaries81 or to exclude rival suppliers of advertising.82
Traditionally, within their ad server, publishers ranked the different ad exchanges they used in a waterfall
sequence based on their past performance. This meant that for a given impression, the ad server would first
call the highest ranked ad exchange, and if the bid was sufficiently high it would secure the impression and
not call further ad exchanges. On the contrary, if the bid was not considered high enough, the ad server would
call the second ad exchange in the waterfall, and so on until the impression was sold. In 2014, Google
introduced a feature in DFP called dynamic allocation, which enabled AdX to disregard the waterfall. Under
dynamic allocation, DFP would select the highest estimated price from the waterfall and send it to AdX to run
a real-time auction. This system provided AdX with the advantage of running a real-time auction while other
ad exchanges would be “stuck” in the waterfall with their estimated prices. Moreover, it conferred a “last
look” advantage to AdX which could bid slightly above the highest estimated price to win the impression. 83
Publishers were concerned that they did not monetize their inventory to the full extent since other ad
exchanges might have proposed a higher bid but were not able to bid due to the waterfall setting. In order to
reduce AdX advantage, publishers turned to header bidding, a technique where the browser directly invites
SSPs/ad exchanges to bid in a unified real-time auction before calling the ad server. Header bidding
undermined AdX real-time advantage and enabled all ad exchanges to bid, which led to an increase in ad
revenues for publishers, sometimes up to 60%.84 Despite page latency issues, header bidding became widely
adopted, for example in the UK over 65% of the 1,000 top sites have adopted header bidding. 85 However, AdX
was not participating in header bidding and still had the “last look”, thus being able to outbid the winning
bid from the header bidding auction. As a response to header bidding, Google introduced Exchange Bidding,
a unified auction run by DFP where AdX competes in real-time with third-party ad exchanges, which became
available to publishers in 2018. According to industry commentators, Exchange Bidding was a way to
undermine header bidding, where AdX still had a last look advantage, while not clearing transparency
concerns and fears that Google, both running the auction (as DFP) and participating in it (as AdX) could favour
its ad exchange. Especially since the integration of DFP and AdX into Google Ad Manager in 2018, Google is
able to collect bidding data from its rivals, and its ad server may share privileged data on the audience to its
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ad exchange to get a higher bid.86 Exchange Bidding has since then been renamed as Open Bidding, and has
also been widely adopted by publishers, in parallel of header bidding.87 However, publishers report that the
5-10% fee charged by Open Bidding on the winning bid penalises publishers and incentivises them to use
directly Google Ad Manager rather than Open Bidding.
In 2019, Google transitioned to a Unified first-price auction, merging the previous auction run by AdX
between DSPs, and Open Bidding. This means that Google’s publisher ad server now runs a single auction
between the following demand: DSPs connecting to AdX, third-party ad exchanges participating in Open
Bidding (e.g. Rubicon Project, OpenX), direct deals and the winner header bidding bid. 88 Some publishers
have expressed the concern that changes to the bidding information that publishers receive from Google Ad
Manager will make it impossible to verify whether the Unified Auction is run fairly and may result in Google
maintaining an advantage over third-party intermediaries.89 A Google report refutes this hypothesis,
indicating that no bidder in the Ad Manager unified first-price auction has access to any other bidders’
information before submitting their bids. 90
In addition, there are advantages for a company to operate both SSP and DSP services, such as lower latency
and improved cookie matching due to the use of a common user identifier. An advertiser may therefore be
prompted to choose an operator offering integrated services. Considering the prominence of Google’s ad
server and its ability to favour AdX, Google’s DSP may prefer its own SSP when deciding where to submit
bids.91
Google and Facebook, in their submissions to the ACCC inquiry, claimed that the practices of favouring their
own business interests in the operation of advertising and ad tech services were either implausible or unlikely
to be anticompetitive.92 In addition, Google Marketing Platform (including DV360) and Google Ad Manager
(including AdX) are separate platforms and there is no sharing of data between the systems for legal
compliance reasons.93 Nevertheless, the ACCC remains of the view that the substantial market power of online
platforms gives them the ability and incentive to engage in this type of self-preferencing practices since the
profits from favouring their own business would outweigh any losses incurred from customers switching to
rival products.94 According to experts interviewed, the move to unified auction in which Google both runs the
auction and participates in it, provides Google with vast bidding data from its rivals and ample opportunities
to favour its own exchange, and the integration between DFP and AdX into Google Ad Manager further
increases the integration and opacity of the process. Industry commentators note that being able to buy, sell
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and run an auction creates serious conflicts of interest which would not be tolerated in other sectors such as
the financial sector.
On 27 June 2017 the European Commission fined Google and its parent company Alphabet Inc EUR 2.42
billion for breaching EU antitrust rules after finding that it had abused its dominant market position by giving
an illegal advantage to its comparison shopping service, Google Shopping, tailoring its algorithm to push it
on top of search results. The case has also been considered by the Commission as a form of leveraging. This
decision has been appealed by Google.95,96
A related concern has prompted the German Competition Authority (Bundeskartellamt) and the European
Commission to launch investigations against Amazon for anti-competitive conduct. On 17 July 2019, the
Bundeskartellamt closed its proceedings against Amazon in return for concessions on terms and conditions
with sellers that Amazon offered to adjust worldwide. Such changes include: making it possible for sellers to
enforce their rights in their domestic courts and not exclusively in the Luxembourg court, rebalancing liability
obligations between Amazon and the seller in case of negligence of major contract breach, giving a notice and
providing reasons for termination, dropping the “parity requirement” whereby sellers had to provide
products of the same quality as the one that they use in other sales channels, and making Amazon’s review
programme available also for third-party products. The same day that the Bundeskartellamt closed its
proceedings, the Commission opened an investigation to look at how Amazon uses the data gathered on thirdparty transactions to boost the sale of its own products. 97
4.1.3.2

Leveraging

The strong positions of online platforms at different levels of the online ad market could be ‘leveraged’
into other parts of the market.98 The position of Google’s search browser Chrome can be leveraged to entrench
its leading position in online display advertising intermediation, as for example the decision to phase out
third-party cookies on Chrome may prevent rival ad tech companies from implementing their own advertising
solutions.99 The CMA also notes that Google has the ability to use its market power in inventory and data to
strengthen its DSP services. The vast amount of user data gathered via Google’s own and operated inventory
provides the possibility to create detailed audiences for targeting that are only available through Google DSP
services (DV360 and Google Ads). Moreover, advertisers can only buy ad inventory on Search and YouTube
programmatically through Google’s DSPs.
When Google’s buy side tools place an ad on a third-party website, Google receives a share of the ad spend
but needs to pay traffic acquisition costs (TAC) to the publisher. On the other hand, placing an ad on its own
and operated inventory (e.g. search results, YouTube) does not incur such costs and Google can receive the
whole advertiser spend. Google therefore has an incentive to allocate the budget of advertisers using its buyside products to its owned and operated properties. For example, Srinivasan reports that to open a small
business Google Ads account, she was requested to start a campaign on Google Search in order to merely
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complete the Google Ads account set-up process. This shows that Google Ads not only steers small advertisers
to Google Search ad space, but sometimes requires them to start and fund an advertising campaign on
Google’s own Search property in order to even be able to bid on ad space belonging to third party publishers.100
Over the years, Google annual reports show that the proportion of Google’s advertising revenue going to its
owned and operated properties has increased from 64% in 2007 to 82% in 2018, at the expense of the
advertising spend going to third-party publishers.101
A leveraging strategy was used by Google in the smartphone operating market to reinforce its dominance in
other markets. On 18 July 2018, the European Commission imposed fines of EUR 4.34 billion on Google for
breaching EU antitrust rules, after finding that Google imposed the pre-installation of its search and browser
apps on Android to ensure the dominance of its search engine. This decision has been appealed by Google. 102
4.1.3.3

Gatekeepers

Due to the dominant position of the large online platforms at key levels of the ad value chain, these can act
as gatekeepers between businesses and customers, with the ability to charge higher fees and set their own
terms for access.103 While a large share of the Google Ads demand is channelled through AdX, Google limits
the possibility of publishers to access AdX demand through a non-Google ad server. AdX can receive requests
and submit bids from other ad servers but its demand is not placed in real-time competition with that of other
SSPs, unless Google’s proprietary header bidding solution (Open Bidding) is used. As a result, publishers are
prompted to use Google’s integrated ad server and ad exchange (Google Ad Manager) to be able to access
Google’s demand, enhancing Google’s foreclosure of the intermediation services.104
On 20 March 2019, the European Commission imposed fines on Google of EUR 1.49 billion for breaching EU
antitrust rules by imposing restrictive clauses in contracts with third-party websites which prevented Google's
rivals from placing their search adverts on these websites. After reviewing agreements of Google with
publishers between 2006 and 2016, the Commission found that Google had first imposed an exclusive supply
obligation, which prevented competitors from placing any search adverts on the commercially most
significant websites, followed by a “relaxed exclusivity” strategy to reserve its own search adverts the most
valuable positions and control competing adverts' performance. Google announced changes to its terms to
address the issues raised.105
On 20 December 2019, the French Competition Authority fined Google 150 million euros for abusing its
dominant position in the search advertising market, saying it applied opaque rules in an unfair and random
manner on Google Ads. The investigation followed the complaint of a company who accused Google of having
suspended its Google Ads account without notice. By changing its terms of use at will, the FCA said that
Google had abused it market power. The head of the FCA Isabelle de Silva declared “The way the rules are
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applied give Google a power of life or death over some small businesses that live only on this kind of service”.
Google said it would appeal the decision.106
Table 3 below summarizes the different fines imposed on Google for anti-competitive behaviour in the online
advertising market.

TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF FINES IMPOSED ON GOOGLE
DATE

AMOUNT

AUTHORITY

CAUSE

27 June 2017

EUR 2.42
billion

European
Commission

Breach of EU antitrust rules: Google favoured its shopping services in search
results.

18 July 2018

EUR 4.34
billion

European
Commission

Breach of EU antitrust rules: Google imposed the pre-installation of its search
engine on Android mobiles to cement its dominant position.

20

March

EUR 1.49
billion

European
Commission

Breach of EU antitrust rules: Google imposed restrictive clauses in contracts
with third-party websites to prevent rivals from placing their search adverts
on these websites.

20 December

EUR
150
million

French
Competition
Authority

Abuse of dominant position in the search advertising market by the adoption
of opaque rules on Google Ads terms and their application at will.

2019

2019

Source: Own elaboration

The competition issues on the online advertising market have raised the attention of several regulatory
authorities. The French Competition Authority provided its Opinion on the matter in 2018 and the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission published the results of its Digital Platforms Inquiry in 2019 and
launched an inquiry on digital advertising services in March 2020.107 In the UK, following the House of Lords
report108 and the Furman report109, the Competition and Market Authority is currently undertaking a market
study on competition in online advertising providing insights for potential interventions. The interim report
of this study has been published in December 2019, while final results are expected in 2020. In Spain, the
National Commission of Markets and Competition has also started a market study on online advertising in
2019. While the first stage of public consultation has been concluded, the study is still ongoing. In Sweden, the
Competition Authority is conducting a market study of competition on digital platforms in five sectors,
including digital advertising. After launching an initial consultation in November 2019, the Swedish
Competition Authority will collect additional information and feedback to submit its final report in September
2020. In September 2019, 50 attorneys general from US states and territories signed onto an antitrust
investigation into Google, that will focus primarily on its advertising and search businesses. The same week,
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general attorneys from 9 US states launched a separate investigation on Facebook’s privacy record and
advertising model. Overall, these investigations and reports are key to understand the factors leading to
uncompetitive behaviour and their consequences in the online advertising market, and their findings can
provide valuable insight for future interventions.

4.2.

Transparency issues

Public authorities (House of Lords, CMA, FCA), experts and stakeholders (advertisers, publishers,
intermediaries, regulator) interviewed agree that the online advertising environment is characterized by its
opacity. According to the Stigler Committee 110, opacity is partially a consequence of market power. Large
online platforms can use their economic power to impose their terms and leave advertisers and publishers in
the dark regarding the costs, profits and effectiveness of placement of ads. The presence of platforms both on
the supply and demand sides as well as on the tools and analytics segments helps maintain their market power
and favours opacity. According to most experts and stakeholders consulted (advertisers, publishers,
intermediaries), one of the main issues is the lack of transparency on financial flows and the fees charged by
intermediaries. On the sell side, other reported issues include the implementation and changes of algorithms
that determine auctions and traffic, and lack of publisher access to auction logfiles. On the demand side, ad
placement is a major concern, with considerations on ad viewability, ad fraud and context. Some ad servers
also mentioned the issue of user data leakage in RTB auctions. Moreover, some interviewees (intermediary,
expert) highlighted the lack of common metrics for measuring ad effectiveness and the absence of third-party
measurement of large platforms’ performance.
The first sub-section will present the asymmetry of data shared across market participants related to user and
ad effectiveness. The second sub-section will cover the lack of transparency of fees charged across the ad value
chain and pricing mechanisms.

Asymmetry of information
When comparing the different trading models, most stakeholders interviewed (publishers, ad servers,
advertisers, experts) agreed that programmatic direct based on bilateral agreements is more transparent than
programmatic indirect via RTB where there is limited information on money flows and where the ad is placed.
With private marketplace, preferred deals and programmatic guaranteed, publishers know who the buyer is.
Some publishers do not consider preferred deals very transparent since there is no guarantee on the inventory
amount for a committed price.
4.2.1.1

Walled gardens

On “walled gardens”, major platforms collect multiple datasets from logged-in users and partner services
which they use for better targeting and attribution measurement 111, but do not share user-level data with
advertisers, only committing to placing the ad in front of the targeted demographics. Annex 5 summarises the
level of data sharing between Google, Facebook, Amazon and the advertisers or publishers using their
services. Google provides anonymised and aggregated information to advertisers to measure their ad
effectiveness, including quantitative (e.g. clicks, impressions, conversions) and qualitative information (e.g.
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differences between mobile/desktop campaigns) and the provision of bid simulators.112 Similarly, Facebook
provides advertisers with audience insights and a range of metrics on ad effectiveness (e.g. ad performance
metrics, engagement, conversions, settings), reported on an aggregated and anonymised basis and that
advertisers can export.113 Following the entry into force of GDPR, Google stopped passing along log level user
ID data, which restricts the ability of advertisers and agencies to carry out analysis for attribution and
targeting.114 Instead, Google provides a unified attribution offer within its Google Data Hub, where advertisers
can receive an aggregated view rather than individual results, making it more difficult to track who has been
served ads. In addition, it is not possible to export data out of Google Ads Data Hub, therefore advertisers
cannot use their own measurement technology and do not have the overview of who has been targeted across
different platforms. This increases the dependence of advertisers on Google for performing measurement and
attribution of their campaigns, while the platform does not allow third-party audit of its campaign
measurement.115
As there is currently no uniform standard of metric for online ad effectiveness, advertisers cannot compare
the effectiveness of their ad spend across several walled gardens and the open web.116,117 Although Google
and Facebook claim that they use third parties to measure their audience, campaign performance and
effectiveness, advertisers and agencies report that these measurement partners can only work with the data
provided by the platforms, which restrict access to detailed consumer-level data in respect of verification for
the advertising inventory they own and operate. 118 Some experts and stakeholders (advertisers, agencies)
believe that this measurement is not fully independent and transparent and might lead to overstatement of
the performance of advertising on these platforms, such as the number of ad views.119,120 For example,
Facebook admitted having miscalculated the time spent by users viewing video ads in 2016 of up to 80%. 121
Overreporting may mislead advertisers in their decision to allocate ad spend to walled gardens or to the open
web.122
In addition, following GDPR, Google has introduced a unified consent for the use of user data across its
different services, and requested publishers to get consent on its behalf, Google becoming de facto cocontroller of the data with the ability to combine data collected on publishers’ websites with data collected
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across its own operated services.123 At the same time, Google submitted in its response to the CMA interim
report that “although [they] understand that many publishers would like to match their proprietary data with
[Google’s] proprietary data in order to create more detailed user profiles, [Google] is limited by privacy
concerns from sharing anything that is too granular” and therefore provides only aggregated and anonymised
reports to publishers that distribute content on the platform. Publishers using Google Ad Manager or AdSense
receive aggregated performance metrics such as information on impressions, clicks, ad revenues, etc, upon
integration with Google Analytics.124 Publishers using Facebook Audience Network to monetise their site or
app can see their performance data such as impressions, eCPM and clicks by property, platform, ad space,
placements, country and display formats. 125
Representatives of publishers and advertisers are concerned that privacy legislation has been used by
platforms to restrict interoperability and the flow of data, thus consolidating their walled gardens. Some
stakeholders (publishers, intermediary, experts) however note that these issues may come from the
interpretation of the GDPR and its lack of effective enforcement by data protection authorities. In March 2020,
the browser Brave filed a formal complaint with the Irish Data Protection Commission against Google for
infringing Article 5(1)b of the GDPR, which sets that “personal data shall be collected for specified, explicit
and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes”.
According to Brave analysis, the extent of reuse of personal data between Google’s businesses and products
infringes the “purpose limitation” principle.126 The German Bundeskartellamt’s Facebook decision of February
2019 goes in the same direction, prohibiting the combination of user data between subsidiaries of the Facebook
Group.127
A related issue is the increasing restrictions imposed by browsers to the use of third-party cookies. Cookies
are text files stored by the user’s browser containing information such as the user ID, webpages visited,
interaction with the webpage. Cookies allow cross-site tracking of users and are useful to perform advertising
functions such as behavioural targeting, frequency capping, retargeting and conversion tracking. Research
from Marotta et al shows that when the user's cookie is available, publisher's revenue increases by about 4%.128
In 2017, Apple released a feature to limit ad tech companies to use third-party cookies on Apple's Safari
browser, in 2019 Mozilla took a similar decision for its Firefox browser. Other search engines, such as
DuckDuckGo, also explicitly do not allow the tracking of data. In January 2020, Google announced its plan to
phase out third-party cookies on Chrome within the next two years. Since Chrome has about 60% of market
share worldwide, this new decision is expected to affect significantly the way audience targeting and ad
effectiveness measurement currently works.129 A study from Google shows that disabling access to third-party
cookies results in approximately 52% less revenue for publishers.130 However, the end of third-party cookies
would not affect the ability of large platforms (e.g. Google, Facebook, Amazon) to continue using their first-
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party cookies and collect data from their logged-in users.131 According to publisher representatives and
experts, this may result in advertisers shifting to walled gardens where first-party tracking still enables
audience targeting, while publishers may have to go back to more contextual targeting.
The industry is already considering various options to replace third-party cookies, such as user ID stored on
publishers’ first party cookies (e.g. DigiTrust, ID5), user ID stored on the browser (e.g. Permutive ID), unified
ID initiatives (e.g. the Trade Desk Universal ID). IAB and IAB Tech Lab have introduced the REARCH project
to rearchitect online advertising in the world without third-party cookies, looking at identifier solutions and
ensuring that any solutions respects privacy. 132 Google’s proposed solution is a ‘Privacy Sandbox’, to track
and measure ads via its browser Chrome in an anonymised way, protecting user privacy while providing ad
targeting. Google has proposed to set up various APIs (application programming interfaces), so that other ad
tech companies can access information to a certain extent, including APIs to measure ad conversion, ad
delivery, confirm the user is human and identify buckets of interest.133 Google is planning to develop these
APIs in a collaborative manner by engaging with the wider online advertising community and going through
web standards processes.
4.2.1.2

Open web

On the open web programmatic market, data collection and processing are fragmented across multiple
publishers and intermediaries, who usually try to work together to gain effectiveness. Publishers generally
choose to disclose data to buyers in bid requests and allow SSPs, DSPs and other third-party ad tech vendors
to collect data from their webpages to achieve the best price for their inventory. This approach leads to data
leakage from publishers to other market participants. The issue has been raised by Brave and privacy activists
in formal complaints before sixteen data protection authorities across the EU, on the basis that data leakage in
RTB breaches the security provision of GDPR. 134 Buyers can access some publisher user data and develop a
view of their users. Advertisers receive reports of their campaign activity and conversions. 135 Advertisers and
publishers can also purchase additional data from data management platforms to complete their proprietary
data and refine targeting.136
Access to data in programmatic advertising depends on the strategy of each market participant.
Traditionally, advertisers were transmitting their bid in cleartext, however, more and more advertising
companies (about 68%) use encryption to reduce the risk of tampering, falsification or monitoring from
competitors.137 Encryption can be used to reduce transparency over an advertiser’s bidding strategies, or to
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leverage special knowledge it may have about a specific user. However, Papadopoulos et al show that
encrypted prices tend to be around 1.7 higher than cleartext prices. 138
When a bid wins the auction on an ad exchange, the corresponding bidder must be notified about its win to
log the successful entry and the price to be paid to the ad exchange. Usually, the ad exchange sends the DSP
a notification message with the price and additional information (the winning DSPs domain, the charge price,
the impression ID, the auction ID and other relevant logistics) and gives the opportunity to drop a cookie on
the user’s device.139
Advertisers’ bids are influenced by their own valuations, based on private information (e.g. performance in
previous auctions) and received information. Publishers prefer to allocate sufficient information to identify
the advertiser with the highest valuation and maximize their revenue. According to Balseiro et al140, providing
more information enables advertisers to improve targeting, which results in higher bids, but as more
information is provided, fewer advertisers match with each user’s characteristics, resulting in fewer bids,
which could decrease the publisher's profit. Li et al141 show that providing equal information to all advertisers
(symmetric structure) may result in averaged bids of both high and low quality, while providing asymmetric
information across advertisers may lead to more contrasted quality of bids, with more revenues from highquality ad impressions and less from low-quality ones. Publishers also tend to provide more valuable
information to advertisers in the case of preferred deals and private marketplaces than in open auctions. 142
Intermediaries possess information spanning across advertisers and publishers and can therefore better
assess the competitive landscape than a single advertiser or publisher. DSPs have access to ad budgets,
bidding strategies, winning bids, and payments across advertisers. SSPs and ad networks have information
on how impressions are served among advertisers and associated ad responses across publishers. Ad
exchanges have information about all winning and losing bids from advertisers and inventory characteristics
from publishers.143 Choi et al144 show that the timing and amount of information shared by the intermediaries
to advertisers and publishers is determinant for the former’s revenue. For example, hiding impression-level
information to the advertiser at bid-time, but revealing it at win-time, can increase the ad exchange's revenue.
The asymmetry of information provided by intermediaries to advertisers and publishers further depends on
the competition between intermediaries. Bourreau et al145 show that information revelation increases with the
number of advertisers, and that a monopoly ad exchange reveals less information than several ad exchanges
in competition.
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Finally, advertisers are concerned about the lack of transparency on ad placement especially in
programmatic RTB. Advertisers are interested in ad viewability, to know whether their ad had a chance to be
seen by the user or not. They also want to know whether the ad has been seen by a real person or by bots (see
ad fraud issues in Section 4.3). According to a 2014 study from the WFA, 20% of all online display and mobile
advertising impressions provide no return because they are either not visible or subject to ad fraud. 146
Moreover, advertisers are concerned about the environment in which an ad is placed, to ensure brand safety.
With RTB, brands are afraid of having their ads placed next to inappropriate context which could damage
their reputation. More and more tools and initiatives to check ad viewability and brand safety are used by
advertisers, such as pixel-based verification tools. Google Ads enables advertisers to place their ads on specific
sites, videos or apps or to target topics, and inversely to exclude specific categories of contents and sites.147
Facebook Ads Manager enables advertisers to select where to place their ad (e.g. Facebook, Instagram,
Messenger, Audience Network) and how (e.g. in the news feeds, stories). Publishers using Facebook Audience
Network can block ads from specific apps, domains, categories or Facebook Pages from appearing in their
apps.148
Advertiser representatives consulted consider that the focus on brand safety may lead advertisers to prefer
guaranteed deals over RTB. Similarly, publisher representatives reported that they are wary of RTB due to
their inability to prevent inappropriate ads from being placed on their website. In general, several stakeholders
(publishers, advertisers, intermediary) noted that programmatic advertising has devaluated inventory,
making it cheaper for advertisers to reach an audience, to the detriment of quality. In this context, premium
publishers have to adapt their business model and branding strategy. Some stakeholders (advertisers,
publishers, intermediary) believe that this may trigger a return to more quality control via private deals and
private marketplaces.

Lack of visibility on money flows and pricing mechanisms
The ability of advertisers and publishers to make informed decisions in online ad trading is undermined
by the lack of transparency over the functioning and matching process of auctions, and the level of
remuneration of intermediaries according to stakeholders (advertisers, publishers, intermediaries) and
regulatory authorities.149,150 The number of intermediaries in the online advertising supply chain and the
opacity of the auctioning process linked to the use of algorithms and market power of large platforms are
considered the main two factors leading to the lack of transparency of the pricing and revenue distribution in
the online ad sector.151,152 In 2017 Proctor & Gamble (P&G) Marketing Chief, Marc Pritchard said in his Internet
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Advertising Bureau (IAB) speech that the digital advertising supply chain was “murky at best, and fraudulent
at worst”.153
The lack of transparency on pricing may have consequences for advertisers, publishers and consumers. Due
to the number of intermediaries between advertisers and media owners, it is very difficult for advertisers to
see how their money is being spent, where their advertisements are displayed and whether they receive value
for money.154,155 According to publishers, the number of intermediaries in the online ad supply chain, coupled
with the dominance of few large platforms, prevents them from achieving a fair return on their ad
inventory.156,157 In addition to the lack of trust of advertisers and publishers, the high proportion of revenue
captured by intermediaries and dominant platforms may result in harm for consumers. The high commissions
paid by advertisers to intermediaries may be passed on to consumers through higher prices for the goods and
services being advertised, while lower revenues for publishers may harm the quality of content (e.g. news)
viewed by consumers.158
Figure 7 below presents an overview of the money flows in the programmatic advertising display value chain
and shows the typical intermediaries that receive commissions before the money reaches the publishers.

FIGURE 7: MONEY FLOWS IN THE PROGRAMMATIC DISPLAY ADVERTISING VALUE CHAIN

Source: Plum Consulting (2019) Online advertising in the UK
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The share of advertiser investment that publishers receive varies significantly per impression depending
on the vendors involved, the size of the advertiser and publisher and the type of advertising campaign.
Evidence suggests that there can be wide variations in the proportion of advertising revenue that reaches
publishers. According to Choi et al159, using both guaranteed selling channel and open exchange yields higher
profit than selling in only one channel. The analysis of Plum Consulting160 shows differences in the share of
investment from advertisers received by the publisher depending on the programmatic trading model:
•

•

•

•

The programmatic indirect (open exchange RTB) trading model is the least favourable for
publishers as SSPs and DSPs take a high share of spend to facilitate the open auction. In this model,
the cost of targeting data may also be higher for advertisers, as publishers usually reveal limited
data about impressions, which means advertisers may have to purchase third-party data. The share
of advertising revenue received from publishers is estimated to range from 43% to 72%, with 62%
as an idealised scenario (i.e. excluding any hidden fees, discrepancies and fraud).
The private marketplace model involves similar fees than open exchange except SSP fees are lower
due to the absence of open auction. The estimated share received by publishers is 75% in an
idealised case.
In the programmatic guaranteed deal model, the agency buys a certain amount of inventory from
a publisher at a fixed price. Intermediaries automate the transaction but there is no auction,
therefore, SSP and DSP costs are relatively low. Plus, there is limited need for targeting data since
the deal is pre-agreed and sometimes the publisher provides segmentations directly to the
advertiser. The estimated share received by publishers is 75% in an idealised case.
In internet platform direct sales (i.e. walled gardens), the platform (e.g. Facebook) directly sells to
the agency and provides a share of revenue to the publisher, estimated at 67% in an idealised
scenario. The platform takes a relatively high share of the ad spend revenue (estimated at 25-35%),
but it provides targeting as part of its service and may provide access to audiences that publishers
would not otherwise have accessed.

The estimates above are based on claimed commissions and revenue shares but the Plum Consulting report
acknowledges that these are higher than other industry estimates. A combination of expensive agency, trading
desk, DSP and SSP, combined with high data fees, could leave a publisher with less than 45% of the revenue.
The Guardian and the Daily Mail Group have estimated that they receive just 30% of the advertising revenue
in some cases, although recently the Guardian has indicated its content with the share it now receives. 161 The
World Federation of Advertisers (WFA) estimates that only 40% of programmatic advertising spend is
received by the publisher, while the IAB estimates this at 55%.162 A recent study commissioned by ISBA in the
UK estimates that on average publishers receive 51% of the advertiser spend but finds that 15% of the
advertiser spend is an “unknown delta” that cannot be attributed to any specific ad intermediary. 163 Figure 8
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provides an estimation of the advertiser investment shares received along the ad value chain based on the
WFA data, taking into account different ad fraud scenarios.

FIGURE 8: ESTIMATIONS OF ADVERTISER INVESTMENT SHARES RECEIVED ALONG THE PROGRAMMATIC
ADVERTISING VALUE CHAIN

Source: World Federation of Advertisers (2016). Compendium of ad fraud knowledge for media investors

According to the CMA analysis164, when small publishers use Google services (AdSense for Content) or
Facebook services (Facebook Audience Network) to monetize their advertising inventory, Google and
Facebook respectively retain 32% and 27% on average from the advertiser’s investment. On Facebook Ads,
advertisers are charged within the budget they set, according to the number of clicks and impressions received
by their ads, and analytics are provided regardless of the bid price. 165 When Open Bidding is used, Google
charges a 5% fee on each impression, which increases to 10% for app and video inventory. Platform
representatives explained that the fees they charge for their services are set out in their contracts with
publishers and advertisers, but that if advertisers also use third-party services (e.g. for verification or
analytics), platforms do not have visibility on this and cannot provide this information to publishers.
While intermediaries’ technologies have led to an increase in the overall market efficiency when optimal
contracts are offered to budget-constrained advertisers with private information on budgets and targeting
criteria, intermediaries may also charge high fees for their services, which reduce the revenue of publishers.
Intermediaries have different kinds of fee agreements with advertisers and publishers, for example some
companies have a revenue share agreement, while others may charge a fixed fee for each ad. The majority of
intermediaries charge a fee based on the number of ad impressions sold or value of ad spend that occurs on
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the platform.166 Choi et al167 indicate that high intermediation fees have led a large fraction of brand advertisers
to execute programmatic buying in-house. An IAB survey of European advertisers shows that 38% of brands
have in-house programmatic capabilities, with the objectives of increasing operational control, reducing media
costs and gaining greater transparency on where campaigns run.168 However, high costs associated with
sourcing the required highly skilled staff has led some advertisers to turn back to their agencies for help. 169
Advertising agencies, who manage the purchase of advertising on behalf of advertisers, are said to
represent another layer of opacity in the online ad ecosystem. These agencies, and especially the holding
groups they are part of, may have incentives to act in ways that benefit their own interests to the detriment of
advertisers.170 The WFA Global Media Charter calls for full disclosure from the media agencies on their pricing
and trading (including rebates and whether the agency acts as a principal or agent), the number and fees of
intermediaries used as well as auction log data.171 A 2014 survey from WFA shows that advertisers also tend
to find agency trading desks not transparent in terms of information shared on their negotiations and the cost
structure of their programmatic trading. Moving the trading desk services in-house by licensing the
technology from vendors or building their own trading platform, advertisers can reduce arbitrage
opportunities and increase cost-effectiveness. As an example, Adidas has seized control over the ad tech in
charge of its media buying for programmatic, thus the company can access the DSP data and have first-hand
knowledge of what works and where its money is going. 172
Advertisers and publishers have limited visibility into the pricing mechanisms along the online ad supply
chain, and about the fees charged by intermediaries. This prevents them from making optimal decisions on
how to buy or sell an inventory. Commentators relayed by Gerardin and Katsifis173 observe that it is almost
impossible to determine precisely the fees charged by ad exchanges, and that DSPs may charge hidden fees.
Lack of transparency may give rise to arbitrage opportunities, where an intermediary may be able to buy
impressions at one price and sell them at a higher price, without its customers being aware of this hidden
fee.174 Because the components of the ad supply chain are often used in a single transaction, it is difficult to
isolate individual prices and determine the total fee charged by intermediaries across the supply chain. For
example, due to its vertical integration, Google may be able to take advantage of the consecutive auctions it
organises to receive an extra margin, and the refusal of Google to share auction data with publishers does not
allow to calculate Google’s commission.175,176
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In 2019, Google presented the switch to a unified auction as a move to create a fair and transparent market
for everyone. According to Geradin and Katsifis177, this transition is expected to impact advertisers and
publishers in several ways:
1) The switch from second-price auctions to a first-price auction will change bidders’ strategy, as
the bid proposed will correspond to the price they would actually have to pay. This may lead
advertisers to resort to bid shading techniques.
2) In the previous setup, publishers could set a different price floor per buyer to take account of the
buyers’ willingness to pay. Under the new unified auction, publishers can no longer set different
price floors, instead the price floor they set is now applicable to all programmatic buyers.
Publishers have voiced concerns that this deprives them from their ability to monetise their
inventory as they see fit. Google submitted that this decision aimed to level the playing field
between different sources of demand.178 This has led most publishers to set a lower price floor for
everyone. Previously, publishers tended to set a higher price floor for Google AdX, but this is no
longer the case, and they have observed that Google can now win impressions more easily and at
a lower price, which has resulted in a higher volume of impressions won by Google and an increase
in the share of publisher revenue generated by Google.179
3) Previously, publishers could access various non-aggregated event-level data sets called Data
Transfer files, including bidding data from AdX and Open Bidding (e.g. name of bidder, bid price)
and impression-level data from DFP (e.g. at which price an impression was sold, and to which
buyer), and reconcile them in order to gain a holistic view of their inventory and adjust their
monetisation strategy. With the move to Unified Auction, Google will introduce a new Bid Data
Transfer file which will remove the publishers’ ability to link bidding data with individual
impressions “to prevent bid data from being tied to individual users”. The new Bid Data Transfer
file will also result in irreconcilable data sets between Google-controlled channels (AdX and Open
Bidding) and other channels (e.g. header bidding), which may undermine the ability of publishers
to calculate the relative performance of header bidding for their revenue, and may drive them away
from header bidding.
While Google and industry commentators had predicted that the move to unified auction would have a
neutral to positive effect on publishers’ revenue, recent evidence shows that publishers’ revenue seems to have
decreased, which may partly be explained by lower price floors and the fact that buyers tend to bid very close
to the price floor.180
Since 2019, Google provides information on the minimum bid price to win after an auction closes to
participants in Open Bidding and its Unified Auction, to help them adjust their bidding strategy. According
to industry commentators, this may incentivise buyers to shift their ad spend to Google’s programmatic
channels and reduce the use of header bidding. 181
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Programmatic advertising is also considered opaque for the little auditable information available on the
algorithms used and the quality of the matching process.182 The reliance on black box decision making makes
it difficult for market participants to understand or challenge the decisions made, in particular how auctions
are carried out and auction outcomes determined.183,184 Publisher representatives reported that they do not
always have access to the auction logfiles which prevents them from analysing the auction process and
improve their inventory monetisation. The winner of a Facebook Ads auction is not only determined by the
bid price, but also by the estimated action rate from users and the quality of the ads, as a result the winner
may not be the bid with the highest price.185 The ACCC inquiry also argues that due to their dominant position,
Google and Facebook are able to influence prices by specifying the number of ads that can appear on their
website and providing input to the auction algorithm. In addition, news publishers have reported that
unexpected changes in Google search and Facebook News Feed algorithms have resulted in dramatic
reduction of traffic of some newspapers overnight. 186 Google submitted that the perceived opacity may be a
consequence of the complexity and fragmentation of the ad tech ecosystem, and that levels of transparency
should be balanced against user privacy considerations and the limits to the supply of commercially sensitive
information to competitors.187
Overall, the lack of transparency on fees and pricing mechanisms may enable intermediaries to generate
excessive margins while increasing search costs for advertisers and publishers in selecting ad tech providers
and contributing to market participants questioning the efficiency of the online ad supply chain.188 According
to the ACCC, pricing transparency in the ad supply chain is unlikely to improve in the short to medium term
due to the absence of progress from online platforms and the industry to address these issues.

4.3.

Ad fraud

The opacity of the ad tech value chain, including the reliance on algorithms and the vast array of service firms,
makes the online ad industry rife with fraud. ‘Ad fraud’ is fraud committed in the delivery of advertising and
includes a range of practices used to misrepresent advertising impressions, clicks or conversions in order to
generate revenue.189,190 The result is that advertisers are charged for advertising that does not actually reach
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their intended audience. Ad fraud is more prevalent in programmatic advertising and especially
programmatic indirect - open exchange.191 The main types of advertising fraud include192,193,194,195:
•

•
•
•

Invalid traffic: fake traffic or clicks on ads from non-human entities or ‘bots’ on the web. “Bots”
are software programs carrying out automated tasks on the internet, which can be designed to
mimic users and inflate audience numbers (“bot traffic”).
Inventory fraud or “domain spoofing”: advertising space is sold on fraudulent sites which imitate
the URL or domain name of a legitimate media owner.
Malware: fraud software unwittingly installed on users’ computers or mobile devices to replicate
or repeat clicks and views.
Infringed content: content lifted from legitimate publishers and transferred to a fraudulent site
with surrounding advertising which generates income for the fraudster.

Bot traffic was the method used by Methbot and 3ve botnets which defrauded advertisers of between USD 3
million and USD 5 million (EUR 2.5 – 4.2 million) a day at its peak via half a million fake users and 250,000
fake websites until they were shut down by authorities in the US in 2018.196,197
Spam sites, by taking an important traffic share, collect a substantial share of programmatic ad spend, while
not providing advertising effectiveness for the investment made. 198 In addition, ads from high street brands
are inadvertently funding sites well-known for spreading disinformation, representing more than USD 76
million (EUR 69 million) in ad revenues annually.199 Research from the Global Disinformation Index shows
that such ad placements have been enabled by ad tech intermediaries such as Google (Ad Services and
DoubleClick) and Criteo. These ad placements breach the standards set out in the EU Code of Practice on
Disinformation which commits to “to disrupt advertising and monetization incentives” for disinformation,
with signatories including Google, the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) and the World Federation of
Advertisers (WFA).
Estimates of fraud rates and costs vary widely as fraud is by nature hard to measure. Ad fraud costed
advertisers an estimated USD 14.2 billion (EUR 13.6 billion) globally in 2017 with the following shares across
channels.200
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FIGURE 9: DETECTED RATE OF AD FRAUD

Source: AppNexus (2018) The Digital Advertising Stats You Need for 2018
Note: This chart’s data reflects fraud rates for buyers not using ad fraud prevention technology

According to the World Federation of Advertisers, ad fraud will grow globally up to between 10% and 30% of
the digital ad spend by 2025, oscillating between USD 50-140 billion (EUR 44.7-127 billion).201 A report from
Hewlett Packard noted that ad fraud may have a higher ‘potential payout’ than any other form of digital crime
because of its current low risk of prosecution and conviction. Transactions by fraudulent actors take place
through the formal banking system, therefore they are hard to detect.202 According to the WFA, while the costs
of ad fraud are borne exclusively by the advertisers and the consumers (in case of malware), 12% of revenues
earned from ad fraud are received by the perpetrators but the main benefactor of ad fraud (albeit unintended),
is the marketing industry, with the remaining 18% being absorbed by the legitimate ad ecosystem. 203
Given the potential scale of ad fraud, players along the value chain have adopted various fraud prevention
procedures. These include whitelists of advertisers and/or SSPs/ad exchanges, credit checks on advertisers,
automated and manual checks on advertisers’ identity, blacklists of certain domains and advertising
categories, and audit to detect fraudulent traffic. Many ad firms employ third-party ad verification services,
while some intermediaries offer their own verification services.
Such measures can help contain ad fraud, as IAS estimated that desktop display fraud rates were 0.7% for
campaigns that employed fraud mitigation measures, compared to 10% for those that did not. 204 The White
Ops and the American Association of National Advertisers (ANA) estimate that the global scale of losses from
ad fraud will fall from USD 6.5 billion (EUR 6.2 billion) in 2017 to USD 5.8 billion (EUR 5.1 billion) in 2019
thanks to three factors205:
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•
•
•

The use of ads.txt to help publishers create lists of authorized media sellers (see Section 5.2.1).
It has become more expensive and less efficient to buy sophisticated bot traffic, due to efforts by
the Trustworthy Accountability Group (TAG) and their Certified Against Fraud program.
More digital advertising is sold through platforms with built-in fraud prevention measures.

The World Federation of Advertisers encourages advertisers to develop in-house resources for ad verification,
set appropriate metrics and work closely with cybersecurity partners, but also demand full transparency on
their investment to their agency and set contractual terms in a way that agencies or intermediaries get penalties
for misallocating spend to ad fraud related inventory when this could be prevented. 206 Despite the industry
efforts, some issues persist in the ad supply chain which may still allow the entry of fraudulent activity.
A number of stakeholders (advertisers, agencies, publishers) have raised concerns about ad verification and
ad fraud regarding Google and Facebook products. Google and Facebook are measuring the performance of
their own advertising services while restricting the ability of advertisers to conduct full independent
verification of their own inventory.207,208 Google representatives explained that they have a range of
mechanisms to prevent ad fraud (e.g. malware, invalid traffic, domain spoofing), harmful content and ensure
brand safety, that enabled them to take down 2.3 billion bad ads in 2018. However, advertisers have to rely on
the information on fraudulent impressions provided by Google and Facebook, which often do not specify why
the impression is considered fraudulent nor do they enable advertisers to validate any adjustment or refund. 209
There is therefore scope for greater transparency in the reporting of ad fraud.
In the ‘long tail’ of ad exchanges, some smaller companies might lack the resources to run comprehensive
verification procedures, while others may be fronts for ad fraud operations. The same inventory may be traded
through multiple ad exchanges, but the latter may not have the capacity to run verification checks on each
other’s inventory. Finally, verification procedures and services are not infallible and may miss some
fraudulent activity.210
In the future, stakeholders expect an “arms race” between fraudsters and verification services, as bots become
increasingly capable of mimicking human behaviour to avoid detection. Ad fraud is also expected to move
towards video display and in-app display advertising, where the rewards may be greater and verification is
more challenging.211
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Proposed and experimented solutions
This section covers the research questions regarding the current initiatives and examples of good practices to
ensure transparency in online advertising, especially of ad exchanges and ad placement, as well as the
effectiveness of the different areas of intervention. The section presents potential and experimented solutions
to address competition and transparency issues as well as ad fraud, which include responses at policy level,
industry level, and individual level with methods to optimize decision making.

5.1.

Regulatory interventions

Several national regulatory authorities have launched studies on competition and transparency issues in
online advertising and some authorities have made proposals which are still under consultation with
stakeholders in their respective jurisdictions. The main regulatory interventions recommended to address
competition and transparency issues include the creation of specific units within regulatory authorities
focused on digital platforms with monitoring and enforcement powers, the establishment of codes of conducts,
regulatory reform for information disclosure and interoperability, and antitrust interventions if necessary.

Dedicated units in regulatory authorities
In response to the issues described in the previous sections, there have been calls to reinforce the monitoring
and enforcement power of regulatory authorities, namely with the creation of specific units dedicated to
competition in digital markets and the monitoring of online platforms.212,213 Some regulatory authorities have
already taken steps in this direction:
•

•

In February 2019, the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) announced the creation of a new
Technology Task Force (TTF), dedicated to monitoring US technology markets, investigating any
potential anti-competitive conduct in those markets including in online advertising, and taking
enforcement actions when warranted. Despite a broad focus of the TTF, the FTC named three
potential areas of focus, namely the “killer acquisitions” where large firms acquire nascent rivals
that might become significant competitors, platform self-preferencing of products and services,
and exclusionary data practices where large firms with the most and best data refuse to share data
with competitors. The FTC has invited the public to notify it about conduct that it should consider
investigating. The TTF has started investigations, including on Facebook, reportedly in the areas
of social networking or social media services, digital advertising, and/or mobile or online
applications.214
In May 2019, the Danish Competition and Consumer Agency established the "Center for Digital
Platforms" in charge of strengthening the enforcement of competition rules against digital
platforms and of preparing analyses to assess how the platforms’ behaviour affects competition
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•

•

and the growth conditions for small businesses and consumers. 215 According to representatives of
the Center, the size of online platforms and the complexity of issues at hand justified the creation
of the center with dedicated resources to analyse the current situation and provide a better
overview across topics.
In the UK, as part of the 2020 budget, the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS) announced the creation of a Digital Markets Taskforce, housed within the CMA and
including officials from the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) and the Office of
Communications (Ofcom). The taskforce will provide a report to the government by September
2020 on a pro-competitive regime for digital platform markets, taking into account the final results
of the CMA market study, the Cairncross review, the Furman report, the Online Harms White
Paper and existing legislation. The report will include advice on implementing a pro-competitive
code of conduct for digital platforms with strategic market power. Following the submission of the
report, the government will decide whether the taskforce should continue to operate.216
In Australia, the ACCC established a specialist Digital Platforms Branch to conduct further work
related to digital platform markets, including relevant inquiries and enforcement cases. On 10
February 2020, the Australian Government directed the ACCC to conduct an inquiry into the
supply of ad tech and ad agency services to be completed by August 2021, as well as an inquiry
into the supply of digital platform services (including market trends and competition, harmful
practices) with interim reports due every six months until 2025.217

Cross-border collaboration
Given the transnational activity of online platforms, cooperation between regulatory authorities can enable
them to share lessons learnt, enhance cross border enforcement and, where relevant, coordinate their approach
to meet common objectives.218 As several national regulatory authorities have recently focused on competition
and transparency issues in online advertising (Australia, Denmark, France, Germany, Spain, Sweden, UK, US),
such collaboration is all the more important to achieve shared objectives.
At European level, the European Union is considered the leading jurisdiction for addressing the regulatory
challenges of the digital economy. 219 EU Regulation (EU) 2019/1150 on promoting fairness and transparency
for business users of online intermediation services (“P2B Regulation”) entered into force on 20 June 2019
and will apply as from 12 July 2020. The Regulation applies to online intermediation services and online search
engines serving consumers and business users in the EU but not to ad exchanges. New provisions include
specifying within their terms and conditions the grounds on which they could suspend a user, the main
parameters determining ranking, a description of any differentiated treatment they may give to themselves or
a business they control, and a description of the access that business users will have to data that they or
consumers provide when using the service. Providers of online intermediation services shall provide for an
internal system for handling business user complaints and identify in their terms and conditions mediators
for out of court dispute resolution.
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The EU Digital Strategy “Shaping Europe’s Digital Future”220 announces the review of the fitness of EU
competition rules for the digital age and the exploration, in the context of the Digital Services Act package, of
ex ante rules ensuring that markets where large platforms with significant network effects act as gatekeepers,
remain fair and contestable for innovators, businesses, and new market entrants. This could include the online
advertising sector. In addition, the European Data Strategy221 aims to create a single market for data to facilitate
data flow within the EU and across sectors, ensure that competition and privacy law are fully respected and
that the rules for access and use of data are fair, practical and clear.

Codes of conduct
The Commission encourages the drawing up of codes of conduct by online platforms and business users to
contribute to the proper application of the P2B Regulation. Codes of conduct could be developed at national
or transnational level, taking into account the size of online platforms and the scope of their activities. While
this section covers co-regulated codes of conduct, developed by regulatory authorities in consultation with
the industry, Section 5.2.2 will present self-regulated codes, developed by the industry itself.
The development of codes of conduct is supported in the UK and in Australia. In the UK, the Cairncross
Review222 recommended a new code of conduct to rebalance the relationship between publishers and large
online platforms. The Furman report223 called for a binding pro-competitive code of conduct to agree rules
upfront with companies with market power.
In its market study interim report, the CMA supports the code of conduct proposed in the Furman report. The
CMA puts forward a code of conduct setting binding rules to govern the behaviour of platforms with strategic
market status (SMS). The code would revolve around the overarching principles of ‘fair trading’ (e.g. fair terms
with publishers, for example on control of data and floor price), ‘open choices’ (e.g. issues of bundled services,
interoperability), and ‘trust and transparency’ (e.g. transparency of fees and algorithms, access to audience
data and auction logfile, third-party measurement), to restrict platforms’ practices that have been found to
harm consumers and business users. The code would be enforced by the regulatory authorities, which would
be able to carry out investigations into a breach of the code and order firms to comply. 224
The responses to the CMA interim report show that most stakeholders (advertisers, publishers) support such
a code of conduct and its overarching principles. While most stakeholders agree that the code should apply to
platforms with SMS, provided that this status is clearly defined and regularly reviewed, Facebook and an
advertiser responded that such a code should apply to all companies in the sector. Google submitted that the
principles of such a code should be developed in collaboration with the industry based on existing examples
of practices, to strike a balance between too prescriptive rules and catch-all principles that might trigger
unexpected interventions and hinder innovation. Several publisher representatives believe that a breach of the
code should be associated with significant fines.
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Information disclosure
Transparency requirements on intermediary fees, the auction process and ad effectiveness could be introduced
via codes of conducts or regulatory reform at national or EU level.
In its interim report, to address concerns of advertisers relating to ad verification, measurement and
attribution, the CMA proposes a potential requirement on Google and Facebook to comply with industry
standards on ad verification and measurement, and/or to enable third-party verification of their advertising
inventory. To address concerns of publishers regarding the lack of transparency over the auction process,
bidding data and ad tech fees, the CMA proposed potential requirements on Google and Facebook to provide
certain data such as bidding data to publishers or to a regulator, and to audit their auctions by a regulator
or an approved independent auditor. The CMA also proposed reporting requirements on the fees charged
by intermediaries, that could be applied either just to Google and Facebook, or to all ad tech providers.
Alternatively, transparency on fees could be ensured by a common transaction ID applicable to all
intermediaries or just to Google and Facebook.225
Based on the responses to the CMA interim report and the interviews conducted, many publishers and some
advertisers and experts support the disclosure of fees charged by intermediaries. Most publishers are in favour
of applying the reporting of fees to the entire ad tech ecosystem. One publisher suggested that the reporting
could be monthly to avoid being too onerous. Publishers also support the sharing of log level auction data to
advertisers and publishers in a consistent, standardised form, in order to enable transparent auditing of
revenue flows. Some publishers noted that to take privacy and confidentiality considerations into account,
fees and bidding data could be shared in an aggregated and anonymised format. Some publishers and experts
call for an audit of the auctions of the main ad exchanges. While these experts consider that regulators should
be in charge of the audit, the publishers expressed their interest in also being informed about the auction
process, and in being notified in advance in case of change of algorithm that could affect their ranking. The
ISBA study also recommends that publishers exercise their right to audit their SSPs. 226
Several publishers are in favour of a common transaction ID, however Verizon Media noted that regulators
should consider existing industry solutions and pilots for a common ID (see current industry initiatives in
Section 5.2.3) before introducing new obligations. A publisher mentioned that the openRTB protocol owned
by the IAB Tech Lab, which underpins programmatic auctions, could be reformed to ensure that uniform data
is passed along intermediaries. The mandated access to consistent auction data in a standardised form would
negate the need for ad tech providers to disclose fees and the auction process separately, and the data could
be used for audit, analysis and measurement.
Google submitted that transparency over fees would be best addressed within a code of conduct and at the
discretion of the platforms. Google also noted that a common transaction ID could raise privacy concerns as
advertisers would be able to join Google’s secure bid data with other information that could allow individual
users to be identified, and intermediaries would be able to pool user data without user consent. Google
explained that their approach to ad verification and attribution is driven by their obligations under the GDPR
and that any initiative to increase third-party measurement should not conflict with privacy regulation.
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Finally, Google voiced concerns that disclosing proprietary information (e.g. ranking algorithm) could reduce
incentives to innovate and invest.227
Facebook submitted that it is already working with third-party measurement partners, and that its
measurement of impressions for ads on Facebook News Feed and Instagram was accredited by the US Media
Rating Council, which also sets industry measurement standards for television and radio. The platform added
that the Facebook service and Instagram were certified for the IAB UK Gold Standard – an initiative designed
to reduce ad fraud, improve the experience of digital advertising, and increase brand safety. Facebook offered
to engage with the CMA on measures to increase industry confidence, such as common transaction ID and
metrics to be applied across the industry. At the same time, Facebook considers that the proposals on the
disclosure of fees, bidding data and auction functioning should be approached with caution with regard to
the potential sharing of commercially sensitive information.228
In France, Law 93-122 of 29 January 1993 on prevention of corruption and on transparency of economy
established several transparency procedures in the advertising sector, such as the requirements for sellers of
ad inventory to invoice advertisers directly and to account to them in the month following the diffusion of the
ad about the conditions in which the service was performed. Since 2015, these provisions are applicable to
online advertising too. Moreover, Decree 2017-159 of 9 February 2017 established two legal frameworks for
reporting obligations, a general framework and one for programmatic sales. In both frameworks, sellers of ad
space shall share information on the cumulative and unit cost of the ad space sold. In the general framework,
this information shall be shared automatically and publishers shall also communicate the date of diffusion of
the ads and diffusion slots. In the framework for programmatic sales, the information on cost is shared on
request and publishers shall also share information on the effective execution and performance of the ad
placement, on the technical quality of the service, on the protection of the advertiser reputation (brand safety),
and on any commitments taken as part of charters of good practices.
However, the FCA opinion229 questions the effective application of the above Law and Decree to companies
based abroad. Moreover, the FCA considers that the scope of the law does not address all the issues of
transparency in online advertising, such as the access of publishers to data on audience and performance from
the intermediaries who sold their ad inventory.
In Australia, the ACCC has considered submissions suggesting proposals to increase transparency such as the
adoption of a transparent system of programmatic receipting with recording of ad transactions. However, the
ACCC considers that this recommendation is not practical at this stage. Due to the complexity and variety of
services provided along the ad supply chain, which can also be bundled, the ACCC recognizes the difficulty
to monitor individual prices components in the ad tech supply chain, and recommends further research to
determine the extent of competition issues and the type of intervention needed. 230

Interoperability and data mobility
Increased interoperability and open standards could overcome some barriers to entry (e.g. network effects of
major platforms), in particular social media, facilitate competition with the entry of new market players, and
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enhance personal data mobility.231 At the same time, increased interoperability through standardisation could
reduce innovation and variety of services. In its interim report, the CMA is looking at potential interoperability
interventions in respect of functionalities which are both directly helpful in overcoming identified network
effects and yet not highly innovative. Potential options include the ability to transfer contacts across platforms,
cross-posting across platforms, or view and engage content across platforms without switching service.232 In
addition, the CMA is considering remedies to increase data mobility across platforms, such as Personal
Information Management services (PIMS), Personal Data Stores (PDS), and privacy-enhancing technologies
(PET).233 PIMS and PDS could potentially help consumers to keep track of controllers of their data, what data
each controller has, and manage consents for their data, as well as exercise their data portability right.
However, PIMS are currently not widely used and consumers, platforms and advertisers would need to be
convinced to use them.
Based on the responses to the CMA interim report and the interviews conducted, stakeholders (publishers,
advertisers, platforms) do not see a pressing need for more interoperability. Google, Facebook and Twitter
submitted that they support open principles and data portability, and that they already propose some
interoperability options (e.g. Facebook’s “Download Your Information” tool for consumers to take their
Facebook data to other platforms; cross-posting from Facebook to third-party applications; Twitter @bluesky
project of decentralised standard for social media; Data Transfer Project234 backed by Google, Facebook,
Microsoft, Apple and Twitter and enabling users to transfer their data across platforms). Platform
representatives interviewed explained that their services along the ad tech ecosystem are interoperable with
the services of other vendors, enabling advertisers and publishers to easily use a combination of different
services or to switch between vendors. Google, Facebook, Snap and Twitter agree that mandating
interoperability between all online platforms risks stifling innovation and creating more homogenous services,
however the smaller platforms Snap and Twitter would see merits if this was targeted only at platforms with
strategic market status. For an expert, PIMS are costly to implement and may yet not be able to compete with
Facebook and Google’s own databases. In addition, client-side PETs allow consumers to control the amount
of data they transfer to third parties, but place a disproportionate burden on consumers as opposed to online
platforms. Some publishers are also concerned that existing PET based browsers that restrict third party
cookies (e.g. Safari, Mozilla) have resulted in lower advertising revenues for publishers, which may impact
the quality of news.

Antitrust interventions
One of the more intrusive remedies available to competition and regulatory authorities is to require integrated
firms to separate their businesses or activities to address risks of possible competition problems arising from
operating in multiple markets, such as self-preferencing or leveraging. As presented in Section 4.1.3, there are
various concerns arising from the vertical integration of major platforms and their presence on the sell side,
buy side and as auction organiser, which cast doubt on conflicts of interest and self-preferencing. While
separation remedies could solve some issues at the source, these interventions are long and costly to
implement, with a risk that the costs incurred by the separation (e.g. reorganisation costs, reduced technical
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efficiency) are passed on to customers. The first level could be accounting separation, where the firm has to
keep separate books for each business. The next level is operational separation, where the affected businesses
within the firm operate separately from each other but are still owned by and remain under the overarching
control of the same firm. A more intrusive form is structural separation, where the firm still continues to own
the affected businesses, but additional steps are in place to strengthen the independent control of each
business. Finally, the most intrusive form is ownership separation.
In its interim report, the CMA is envisaging different separation options, and aims to gather additional
feedback on the potential costs and benefits of such remedies before consolidating their recommendations.
The CMA is looking into the possible operational or ownership separation of the ad server and SSP,
considering that Google Ad Manager has a share of 90% of ad serving in the UK and that the integration of its
ad server and SSP has raised concerns of self-preferencing. The CMA is also considering the potential
separation of SSP and DSP to prevent conflicts of interest arising from a presence both on the sell side and buy
side. Finally, given that access to YouTube inventory is currently only possible via Google’s DSP, the CMA is
looking at the impact of opening up the sale of YouTube inventory to third party DSPs to increase
competition.235
Google submitted that offering products combining several services enabled them to pass on efficiencies to
customers (e.g. with lower prices). The platform agreed with the CMA that separation would be the most
intrusive intervention and argued that less intrusive means, such as principles embedded in a code of conduct,
could achieve the same effect with less negative, unpredictable consequences on their business and the
advertising ecosystem. Google also expressed its will to build a better understanding of its auction process to
remove doubts about conflicts of interest.236
Geradin and Katsifis consider that a structural separation of Google’s ad server from its ad exchange would
address Google’s potential conflict of interest and opportunity for leveraging in a more efficient way than
accounting or operational separations which require substantial monitoring.237 Geradin and Katsifis add that
any structural solution could be supplemented by additional remedies such as making Google Ads demand
available also to other ad exchanges than AdX, provide publishers access to AdX demand even if they do not
use Google ad server, or open up the purchase of YouTube inventory to other DSPs than Google services.
Based on the responses to the CMA interim report and the interviews conducted, many publishers and some
ad tech providers support the separation of the ad server and ad exchange/SSP to prevent conflicts of interest
and self-preferencing. These stakeholders acknowledge that ownership separation of international platforms
would be challenging for a national regulator and would require cooperation with other regulatory authorities
(e.g. US TFC, EU Commission), therefore operational or structural separation could be considered first,
provided with sufficient monitoring. Several publishers and ad tech providers also agree that regulators could
remove any exclusivity between Google services, such as allowing access to Google Ad demand on rival ad
exchanges on equal terms, allowing access to AdX demand for publishers not using Google ad server, and
making YouTube inventory accessible to non-Google intermediaries.
Stakeholders have more diverging views regarding the separation of demand and supply side services. While
some publishers call for a general separation of intermediaries operating on the buy and sell sides, several ad
tech players and an advertiser consider that such an intervention should be targeted at integrated companies
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with market power but not at smaller companies. Demand-side stakeholders argued that the integration of
DSP and SSP could allow IDs to be better passed and enables advertisers or agencies to commit to a larger
partnership with one entity. At the same time, there could be requirements to avoid any subsidised fees
between buy and sell sides, or prohibit beneficial auction mechanics such as the first look or last look.
Finally, some stakeholders (publisher, expert) argue that any separation intervention would be too long and
costly to implement, and that the other types of remedies considered should be put in place first.
Overall, the regulatory responses to address transparency issues could include focused monitoring and
enforcement of existing legislation, international cooperation, the development of codes of conduct with
the main online platforms and regulatory reform based on evidence-based recommendations from the
different inquiries and market studies commissioned by regulatory authorities, that can include
requirements for information disclosure and interoperability and structural remedies. Experts and
stakeholders believe that each remedy in isolation would not be sufficient to address the various issues
identified but that better enforcement of the current legislative framework (competition and privacy
legislation) and a combination of the above measures, will be more effective.

5.2.

Self-regulation and industry initiatives

According to several multi-party associations, self-regulation would be preferable over strict regulation, in
order to allow flexibility and innovation in a fast-moving sector. A number of industry initiatives are already
in place including standards and practices for ad quality and measurement, charters or guides, innovative
solutions to increase transparency on fees and bidding data, and programmes on user privacy and consent.

Standards and practices for ad quality and measurement
Online advertising is expected to adhere to industry protocols and standards set up by the Interactive
Advertising Bureau (IAB). For example, the bidding process in a public auction utilises OpenRTB, a protocol
and API specification established by the IAB Tech Lab.
The IAB has issued measurement guidelines for digital advertising across all platforms and ad formats (e.g.
Ad Campaign Measurement Process Guidelines, Ad Impression Measurement Guidelines, Click
Measurement Guidelines, Desktop Display impression Measurement Guidelines), as well as recommended
practices in ad verification (e.g. Guidelines for the Conduct of Ad Verification). However, the advertising
industry still has to fully embrace these guidelines, as currently advertisers and media providers use different
definitions of ad view, which can lead advertisers to miscalculate their ad effectiveness and make ill-informed
spending decisions.238 To reduce the occurrence of ad fraud, the IAB Tech Lab has introduced a number of
additional products and services239,240:
•

‘ads.txt’ aims at reducing domain spoofing and unauthorised selling of inventory by enabling
website owners to publicly declare the companies that are authorised to sell their inventory on
the website. When used, advertisers can check to see if the ad tech services they deal with are
actually authorised sellers of ad inventory on a given website. According to a study of Bashir et
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•
•
•

al241, as of April 2019, 20% of Alexa Top-100 websites had adopted the standard, including Google,
a figure that rises to 62% when only considering websites that display ads via RTB auctions. This
demonstrates fast adoption of ads.txt since its introduction in May 2017, although major ad
exchanges still accept impression inventory from publishers that have not adopted ads.txt. In
terms of compliance, the study of Bashir et al 242 finds that the vast majority of RTB ads in their
sample were bought from authorized sellers, which suggests good compliance with the standard.
According to the White Ops and the American Association of National Advertisers (ANA), the
use of ads.txt has worked to reduce desktop spoofing to the lowest levels recorded. 243
‘ads.cert’ acts as a digital signature that shows the path of ad inventory and authenticates
information being transferred.
sellers.json, enables buyers (advertisers or agencies) to verify the entities who are either direct
sellers of, or intermediaries in the selected digital advertising opportunity for purchase.
The OpenRTB SupplyChain object allows buyers (advertisers or agencies) to see all parties who
are selling or reselling a given bid request.

The services developed by the IAB Tech Lab are voluntary measures that ad tech providers, publishers and
advertisers can utilise. The expectation is that SSPs and exchanges would post their sellers.json files for buyers
to review and integrate SupplyChain object as an OpenRTB extension. DSPs and advertisers should target
inventory sold through ads.txt channels and can verify identifiers within sellers.json files and with
SupplyChain object. Combining these standards and practices should give advertisers the tools to understand
what and from who they are buying, thus increasing transparency in programmatic sales. 244
Other industry initiatives and standards are developed at national level, for example the UK and Ireland
media industry have established the Joint Industry Committee for Web Standards (JICWEBS) to ensure
independent development of standards and benchmarking of best practice for online ad trading. The JICWEBS
has agreed principles on viewability, brand safety and ad fraud, and operates several certification initiatives
to show companies’ compliance with its standards. Such initiatives include 245:
•

•
•
•

Digital Trading Standards Group (DTSG) Brand Safety group, focusing on Good Practice and
Standards around Brand Safety. Currently 130 businesses have been audited with DTSG
standards, from agencies to DSPs, SSPs, to publishers 246;
JICWEBS aligns with the Trustworthy Accountability Group (TAG) Certified against fraud
programme;
Viewability Product Principles, issued regarding the reporting of the viewability of banner and
video content;
Content Verification (CV) Product Principles, designed to test the ability of CV products to block
and/or report, in real time, the serving of an online ad onto destinations that have been defined
in advance as inappropriate by the advertiser.
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Several national IAB associations have also implemented certification schemes to reduce ad fraud and improve
ad viewability, brand safety and user experience (e.g. in France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, the UK), or have
developed national guidelines on viewability (e.g. in Finland, Poland, Sweden), ad fraud and brand safety
(e.g. in Spain).247
In 2019, IAB UK has launched the ‘Transparency FAQS’ to help advertisers understand the practices of digital
advertising companies. A set of 20 common questions are publicly answered by 31 companies including
Google, Xandr or Verizon Media, relating to their business model, ad placement, data, and to identify the
certification schemes and initiatives that they are part of.248 Other industry initiatives include:
•

•

•

The Global Alliance for Responsible Media (GARM) 249, a cross-industry initiative focusing on
reducing the availability and funding of harmful content, and on improving the safety of
consumers and brands. The Alliance aims to establish shared definitions and standards for
advertising and media, improve and create brand safety tools across the industry and drive
mutual accountability.
Coalition for Better Ads250 including the Association of National Advertisers (US), the Interactive
Advertising Bureau, Unilever, Facebook, Google, the Coalition products include a built in Google
Chrome auto-blocker for ad formats that obstruct access to content, in order to prevent poor user
experiences that may result in them downloading and installing other adblocking software.
Data transparency label: Proposal by the Advertising Research Foundation and the Coalition for
Innovative Media Measurement that aims to introduce a label system that would include basic
information on when the data was collected, the data source, the collection method and whether
any modelling has been conducted on the dataset. This label addresses the lack of trust that
advertisers have with the data used for targeting audiences.251

The above standards and industry initiatives show that there is a trend in the market towards more
trustworthy, transparent and verifiable ad trading. Stakeholders (publishers, advertisers, intermediaries,
platforms) suggest that the development of industry initiatives such as ads.txt and JICWEBS have the potential
to lower the incidence of digital ad fraud, although their effectiveness is related to the level of take up across
the industry, which is still uneven, and to the level of maturity of initiatives.252,253 In addition, Google and
Facebook tend to have their own internal standards and not follow external rules, which may affect the impact
of these standards.254 However, Google and Facebook have received the JICWEBS DTSG standard for brand
safety, and have been certified by the TAG certified against fraud programme.
Worth noting is the European Commission initiative for online copyright enforcement to reduce the flow of
revenues to copyright infringing websites, inviting the industry to self-regulation in two steps. In October
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2016, participants approved a statement of Guiding Principles that aim to dissuade the placement of
advertising on IP infringing websites and apps and include commitments to concrete measures. In June 2018,
participants declared publicly to adhere to a somewhat stricter and more binding version of these principles
by signing a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), which includes explicit sanctions.255 A study from
Batikas et al256 evaluated this self-regulation and concluded to its low effectiveness and recommended greater
incentives to join for small firms, specialized firms, or firms outside the EU.
JICWEBS recommends the use of third-party verification organisations to enhance trust in the programmatic
market. Third party verification providers offer independent analytics services that validate whether ad
impressions have been served in a brand safe environment, were viewable by the consumer and whether the
impression was served to genuine people as opposed to bots. Verification providers use tags placed on ads
which collect data and report this back to their servers.257
Facebook and Google also use third party verification and measurement services to verify and measure their
metrics, however a number of stakeholders (advertisers, publishers) are concerned that these third party
verification companies are not able to verify directly ads on Facebook and Google as the two platforms usually
collect data on their ads using their own systems before handing it over to verification companies, which
undermines the transparency and independence of the measurements. 258
Social media and search platforms, but also some DSPs and SSPs, use automated screening followed by
manual checks to identify ads suspected of infringing their content policies (e.g. related to copyright
infringement and violence). DSPs and SSPs also provide advertisers and publishers with filters to block
higher-risk publishers and buyers respectively.259

Charters, guides and codes of conduct
The IAB Europe Transparency Guide for the digital advertising supply chain 260, first published in 2017,
and last updated in 2020, provides questions for each stakeholder category to be asked at different stages
of the supply chain across three areas: audience data, cost and inventory source. The questions are
applicable to all trading models and help stakeholders improve transparency in the supply chain.
The World Federation of Advertisers (WFA) launched a Global Media Charter261 including eight areas of
concern for advertisers, where key principles are set, along with commitments from advertisers and
requirements for their partners. The areas include ad fraud, brand safety, viewability thresholds,
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transparency along the supply chain (for fees, placement, data), third party verification and measurement,
walled garden issues, data use and user experience.
At national level, some codes of conduct have been designed by industry bodies. In Germany, BVDW (IAB
Germany) launched a Programmatic Code of Conduct262 with specific rules for all market participants
related to transparency and quality on data usage, fees and end devices, viewability and verification. The
signing parties commit to complying with the conditions and to making sure that their contractual partners
are also in compliance. Complaints are handled in a standardized process that is binding for all parties
with a board of complaint. Signatories can be suspended for not respecting the code. The success of this
initiative has seen it replicated across the DACH region to cover Austria and Switzerland. IAB Poland has
also launched a Programmatic Code of Conduct for the Polish market using the BVDW Code as the basis. 263

Transparency on fees and bidding data
Several initiatives have been launched to develop a common transaction ID or shed light on bidding data and
fees along the supply chain. It should be noted that in the mobile app environment, a common ID already
exists in the form of Apple’s IDFA and Android’s AAID device identifiers, whereas separate IDs have been
the standard since the early days of desktop and mobile web browsers, leading to the problem of cookie
syncing and the recent initiatives for unified IDs. 264
The IAB Fee Transparency Calculator265 provides advertisers and publishers with a granular, partner-specific
evaluation of their programmatic technology, service and inventory costs as a percentage of their effective
CPM. The calculator is designed to accommodate most media plan channels and cost models, including CPM
based fees, percent of media fees, and flat fees, and quantifies the fees based on their role in the supply chain.
In 2019, JICWEBS launched a pilot project using blockchain266 to track ad impression log level data across
the supply chain. The aim of the pilot is to evaluate how blockchain can contribute to resolve the trust,
transparency and inefficiency problems faced across the programmatic supply chain, and enforce real time
compliance with regulation, industry standards, certifications and best practices. Participants to the
blockchain pilot include large advertisers (e.g. Unilever, Nestlé, McDonald’s, Virgin Media), agencies (e.g.
Publicis, Havas), ad tech partners (e.g. Xandr, Smart, Flashtalking) and publishers (e.g. Sky). Following the
recent completion of the pilot, the project will be evaluated, with an aim to be rolled out across the industry.
The Trust.ID initiative267 aims to enable advertisers and publishers to track a campaign throughout its entire
lifecycle via a unique ID for each campaign, including the advertiser identifier, references of the object of the
campaign and of the purchase. Trust.ID is implemented in a secure distributed network deployed on
blockchain. The Trust.ID initiative emerged in France and is backed by IAB France with a number of
publishers (e.g. Le Figaro, Au Féminin), agencies (e.g. Publicis, Havas) and ad tech partners (Smart, Xandr,
The Trade Desk) already on board. Trust.ID can improve brand safety and transparency of intermediary fees.
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In France, the initiative is considered a means to implement the transparency requirements of the Sapin II
Law, but the objective is to roll out the initiative more globally across the industry, and discussions are ongoing
with the IAB Tech Lab to add Trust.ID to the Open RTB standard.
DigiTrust268 is a not-for-profit organisation owned by IAB Tech Lab, that engages IAB member companies
globally, and created an anonymous user token that can be stored in a browser first-party cookie and may be
read and propagated by DigiTrust members. The use of this user token reduces the number of third-party
requests that take place on web pages, eliminating the need for pixel synchronisation and improving online
experience for consumers. DigiTrust was not developed with an aim to increase fee transparency, but can be
another example of initiative towards a universal ID.
The Advertising ID Consortium269 was founded in 2017 by LiveRamp, Index Exchange and AppNexus (now
Xandr) and gathers today around 30 SSPs, DSPs, advertisers and publishers. The consortium aims to enable
buyers and sellers of programmatic advertising to leverage a two-part identity framework of unified cookies
and people-based identifiers to create more relevant campaigns and improve user experiences. The solution
allows personalised targeting across devices, formats and platforms and aims to increase publishers’ revenue
while enabling advertisers to do personalised targeting in a cookieless environments.
In 2018, the Advertising ID Consortium and DigiTrust have decided to integrate their cookie IDs within a
single “open identity framework.” All consortium members from across both groups have agreed to
standardize on one of three domains: the Open Ad ID on the AppNexus (Xandr) domain, The Trade Desk’s
Unified Open ID, and the DigiTrust ID. 270
Given the progressive phase-out of third-party cookies across the main browsers, an intermediary interviewed
warned that any solution for a common transaction ID should not rely on cookies, and will also need to take
into account limitations from data protection legislation.

User privacy and consent
The Transparency and Consent Framework (TCF) was developed since 2018 by IAB Europe together with
the industry, to support companies within the digital advertising ecosystem to manage their transparency and
consent compliance obligations under the GDPR and ePrivacy Directive. The TCF standardises how websites
(publishers) make the various information disclosures required by the GDPR, how they elicit and log users’
choices, and how they communicate those choices to their technology partners. The information disclosures
and collection and logging of user choices are done using a Consent Management Platform (CMP).
The second version of the framework (TCF v2.0) will be rolled out at the end of the first quarter in 2020,
following market feedback and meetings with data protection authorities across Europe. With TCF v2.0 TCF
v2.0, consumers will gain more control over whether and how vendors may use certain features of data
processing, for example, the use of precise geolocation. Publishers employing TCF v2.0 will gain greater
control and flexibility on how they integrate and collaborate with their technology partners, with the
possibility to restrict the purposes for which personal data is processed by vendors on a publisher’s website
on a per-vendor basis.271
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According to a representative from IAB Europe, the TCF has already reached between 25% and 30% of the
automated advertising delivery in the European market, thus becoming the de facto standard for compliance
with the GDPR and existing ePrivacy Directive in Europe. This percentage is expected to increase significantly
in the course of 2020, and Google announced that it would join the TCF v2.0. Since 2019, a TCF Compliance
team has assessed the registered Consent Management Platforms, awarding a seal to the compliant CMPs (131
out of 150 assessed to date) and suspending the non-compliant ones.272 Some interviewed stakeholders
(publishers, intermediary) noted that there was uncertainty on the future of the TCF with the removal of thirdparty cookies, as the framework to help share the consent with ad tech vendors was relying on cookies.
The European Interactive Digital Advertising Alliance (EDAA) delivers an industry-wide, self-regulatory
programme, to support advertisers in rebuilding consumer trust through enhanced transparency and control.
Companies collecting data or delivering ads based on online behavioural targeting may register to feature on
the YourOnlineChoices273 consumer choice platform where, following a certification process, they will be
added to the list of participating companies who offer consumers choice and control. Participating companies
should use the ‘AdChoices Icon’, a triangular icon placed on online ads where consumers can click to know
who delivered the ad and on what it is based. The icon also links to the YourOnlineChoices platform available
in 23 languages, where consumers can learn more about how behavioural advertising works and have the
ability to turn off (or back on) online behavioural advertising for some or all participating companies.
According to an EDAA representative, today more than 160 (large and small) companies are participating in
the programme, and at least 85% of ads have the icon in most countries, with a positive impact on consumer
recognition and trust.
Overall, the number of industry standards and initiatives shows an important step towards more
transparency of the online advertising ecosystem, however their effectiveness depends on their adoption
and implementation across the industry.274 Stakeholders have highlighted that changes towards more
transparency will be driven by the involvement of all industry sides and that better education of
stakeholders and consumers, with the support of associations, can also be useful to increase the
understanding of online advertising and improve its functioning.

5.3.

Other methods and models

Beside political response and industry solutions, a vast array of academic literature focuses on proposing
methods and models to mitigate programmatic advertising opacity by enabling advertisers and publishers to
take more informed decisions and optimize their strategy and revenue. While this paper will not describe
them in detail, it is worth noting the main features of some proposed methodologies for the main players in
the online ad ecosystem.
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On the one hand, a range of literature proposes methodologies to help advertisers optimize their bidding
strategy, for example based on ad impression risk or uncertainty 275,276, past expenditures277,278, or with an
encryption scheme.279 Some articles offer bid landscape forecasting models to help advertisers predict market
price distribution.280,281 For search advertising, some papers propose methods to suggest competitive
keywords to advertisers.282,283,284 Other articles offer models or methods for advertisers to assess the quality of
their advertising campaigns and predict their effectiveness.285,286,287,288,289 On the use of data for targeting, some
papers propose models to help advertisers purchase an optimal amount of data to DMP 290 and to optimize
user segmentation granularity.291
On the other hand, a number of academic papers offer methodologies to improve decision making of
publishers and increase their revenue. Some papers support publishers’ decision-making on their ad inventory
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allocation between advertising models.292,293 Others propose methods to help publishers select and order ad
networks in waterfalling.294 Some articles also aim to support publishers in deciding how much information
to disclose to advertisers.295,296
These methodologies and models can complement regulatory interventions and industry standards by
supporting individual players’ decision making in the online advertising ecosystem and helping them
mitigate the transparency issues and uncertainty of programmatic advertising.
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Conclusions
Programmatic advertising has emerged with the development of internet as the result of efforts to optimize
media spending using algorithms to increase the efficiency of the processes and leveraging user data to refine
segmentation and ad targeting. The programmatic advertising market has experienced a rapid growth in
Europe, outpacing non-programmatic advertising since 2016.
On the one hand, programmatic advertising has reduced the costs of advertising and has enabled advertisers
to deliver more relevant and effective ads based on targeting while easily reaching a large audience across
different publishers. On the other hand, the automation of advertising trading with programmatic
technologies has allowed to better match supply and demand, enabling publishers to reduce their unsold
inventory. Open programmatic is based on real time bidding while direct forms of programmatic advertising,
including preferred marketplace, programmatic guaranteed and preferred deals, involve a more direct
relation between advertisers and publishers and are increasingly preferred as they provide more transparency
and certainty than RTB.
The online advertising market relies on a complex ecosystem of industry players, where advertisers and
publishers trade ads via a range of intermediaries including ad servers, DSPs and SSPs/ad exchanges, and can
resort to additional services such as data management platforms or data analytics. Such intermediaries
provide one or several of these functions, with increasing trends towards vertical integration or
interoperability with other partners.
The distribution of digital ad revenue shows that the online market is increasingly dominated by a few
platforms (Google, Facebook) that occupy strategic positions across the ad value chain and can take advantage
of their vertical integration. Google, Facebook and to a lesser extent Amazon benefit from a vast ad inventory
on their own websites and operated services, which they can monetise to generate most of their ad revenues.
They have extensive proprietary user data from their consumer facing services, which they can use to improve
targeting but to which they restrict access. Platforms can also benefit from network effects and economies of
scale from their vertical integration in the ad supply chain. Due to these advantages, platforms have the ability
to engage in potentially anti-competitive practices such as self-preferencing, leveraging of their market power
to other markets, and they can act as gatekeepers with the ability to charge higher fees and set their own terms
for access to businesses.
The online advertising environment is characterized by its opacity, partly linked to the practices of a few
platforms, and to the complexity of programmatic advertising. On the one hand within walled gardens, online
platforms can use their economic power to impose their terms and limit the disclosure of information on the
costs, profits and effectiveness of placement of ads. This undermines the decision making of advertisers and
publishers regarding spending and their ability to refine targeting. Privacy legislation has been considered as
an additional driver to reduce data disclosure to advertisers and publishers. The removal of third-party
cookies will also affect advertisers’ ability to do audience targeting and may incentivise them to shift more to
walled gardens where first-party cookies are still available, further decreasing publishers’ revenues. On the
other hand on the open web, the sharing of information depends on the positions and strategies of players
along the supply chain, which results in fragmented information but also in user data leakage in RTB.
There is lack of transparency over the functioning and matching process of auctions, due to the use of
algorithms and potential influence of vertically integrated platforms. Stakeholders also reported an opacity
on the fees charged across the supply chain due to the number of intermediaries. The lack of transparency on
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money flows leads advertisers and publishers to question the efficiency of the online ad supply chain. The
opacity of the ad tech value chain, including the reliance on algorithms and the vast array of service firms,
also makes open programmatic advertising rife with fraud, at the expense of advertisers.
To address these different issues, potential solutions include responses at policy level, industry level and
individual level. Although our research found little evidence of current regulatory initiatives to increase
transparency in online advertising, several national regulatory authorities have launched studies on these
issues and some authorities are already considering remedies, which are still under consultation with
stakeholders in their respective jurisdictions. Potential regulatory responses to address transparency issues
include focused monitoring and enforcement of existing legislation by specific regulatory units, international
cooperation, the development of codes of conduct with the main online platforms and regulatory reform based
on evidence-based recommendations from the different inquiries and market studies commissioned by
regulatory authorities, that can include requirements for information disclosure and interoperability and
structural remedies.
In addition, several industry initiatives offer solutions for more trustworthy, transparent and verifiable ad
trading. These include standards and practices for ad quality and measurement, charters or guides, innovative
solutions to increase transparency on fees and bidding data, and programmes on user privacy and consent.
The effectiveness of self-regulatory initiatives depends on their adoption and implementation across the
industry.
Finally, academic literature provides a range of methods and models to help advertisers and publishers
mitigate programmatic advertising opacity by enabling them to take more informed decisions and optimize
their strategy and revenue.
Overall, it appears that no single regulatory, industry and individual measure in isolation can sufficiently
address the various issues identified but that better implementation of the existing initiatives and a
combination of the proposed measures could be more effective in tackling these issues.
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Annex 1: Research protocol for literature
review
Rationale and objectives
This document presents the protocol of the systematic literature review conducted for the preparation of an
analytical paper on transparency in business to business (B2B) commercial relations in the online advertising
market. The analytical paper will be prepared in the context of the Study on "Support to the Observatory for
the Online Platform Economy" and will feed into Task 2 which aims at analysing the most important issues of
platform economy.
Envisaged as a roadmap, this protocol details the objectives and planned methodological and analytical
approach of the literature review and desk research process. The advantage of including this review protocol
rests with a transparent documentation of the methodology followed and the mitigation of potential issues by
carefully planning the steps prior to initiating the actual review.
In order to have a thorough background knowledge that will enable us to fulfil the objectives of the study, the
review of literature will be conducted following systematic principles. This includes a review of literature
published in academic journals using a pre-defined number of databases to address all research questions.
The key characteristics of a systematic review, based and adapted from the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic
Reviews of Interventions297 are (1) the clearly stated set of objectives with pre-defined eligibility criteria for
studies; (2) an explicit, reproducible methodology; (3) a systematic search for relevant literature that attempts
to identify all studies meeting the pre-defined eligibility criteria as outlined in this document; (4) assessment
of the findings in the included studies; and (5) the systematic presentation and synthesis of the characteristics
of the included studies.
Following these principles, we will conduct our literature review in a systematic fashion within the time
constraints, complemented by an online desk research exercise to gather all relevant (non-academic)
publications, including “grey” sources, related to the research questions.
The review of relevant academic publications from databases is thus complemented by a desk research
exercise focussing on “grey” sources in order to avoid that obvious sources are omitted either unintentionally
or on the basis of an unwitting hole in the search logic of the search syntax used in the databases. The
combination of academic and grey literature is regarded as highly advantageous, as a number of relevant
sources may conceivably be expected to come in the form of documents that have not been subject to academic
publication, such as working papers, reports, policy and legal documents and strategy papers.
Some issues have been raised regarding the lack of transparency in B2B (P2B) relations on the online
advertising market, especially for ad exchanges and ad placements, and the gatekeeping role of big players in
the market. The analytical paper will aim to analyse the level and means of transparency in the value chain,
through collection of evidence and facts about various business models, advertising practices and actors as
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identified in the paper. The main research questions to be addressed in the analytical paper and supported by
the literature review are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who are the main actors in the online programmatic advertising value chain?
What is the role of online platforms in the digital advertising value chain?
What are the roles and share of intermediaries in the programmatic advertising value chain?
What are the processes of online programmatic advertising where lack of transparency is perceived?
What are the levels of transparency perceived by the different stakeholders for the different
processes (in particular for ad exchanges and ad placements)?
What are the current means to ensure transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements?
What are the volumes spent on online advertising along the value chain?
What are the volumes earnt from online advertising along the value chain?
What are the impacts of the lack of transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements?
What are the examples of good practices in terms of transparency of ad exchange and ad
placements?

Based on the study objectives and questions guiding this analytical paper, the overall objective of the review
of literature can be summarised as follows:
•

Identify relevant academic and non-academic works and publications in the fields of digital
advertising and transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements (including by industry players and
public authorities), plus any other material deemed relevant and necessary to investigate the matter
at hand;
•
Assess the quality and relevance of each publication, report and data;
•
Select studies or reports for inclusion;
•
Analyse and synthesize the findings from individual studies or reports in an unbiased way including
showing the relation between different types of sources, identification of trends and drawing
conclusions across the body of evidence reviewed;
•
Interpret the findings and presenting a balanced and impartial summary identifying general trends
and/or contradictions with due consideration of any flaws in the evidence.
These objectives are embedded in the establishment of an overall framework when analysing and interpreting
the information collected from subsequent tasks.

Methods
In the following sections we detail methodology followed for the selection of documents to be reviewed within
the literature review process.

Method for the review of literature
In the following we present the review methods and analyses to be conducted within the literature review as
based and adapted from the PRISMA-P (preferred reporting items for systematic review and meta-analysis
protocols) 2015 recommended item checklist298.

Information sources

Shamseer Larissa, Moher David, Clarke Mike, Ghersi Davina, Liberati Alessandro, Petticrew Mark et al. Preferred reporting items for
systematic review and meta-analysis protocols (PRISMA-P) 2015: elaboration and explanation BMJ 2015; 349 :g7647, available via
http://www.bmj.com/content/349/bmj.g7647
298
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The systematic research will be conducted in a pre-defined list of databases. A first preparatory screening
exercise revealed that EBSCO, ISI Web of Science and Scopus are suitable databases to gather publications on
the topic. However, the complementary desk search exercise will also include publications derived from a
variety of other information sources, including bibliographic reference lists of key articles, snowballing and a
general web search. Below we outline the preliminary selection of databases envisaged, including a brief
description. It should be noted that the final selection of databases is subject to approval by the European
Commission.

TABLE 4 PRELIMINARY LIST OF DATABASES
Source

Description

Business Source
Complete
(EBSCO)

Offers comprehensive full-text coverage plus indexing and abstracts for the most important
scholarly business journals, dating back as far as 1886.

ISI
Web
Science

Provides access to the world’s leading citation databases, with multidisciplinary information from
over 12,000 high impact journals and over 160,000 conference proceedings from around the world.

of

Scopus

Scopus is the largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature: scientific journals,
books and conference proceedings. Delivering a comprehensive overview of the world's research
output in the fields of science, technology, medicine, social sciences, and arts and humanities,

While academic, peer-reviewed papers and articles published in databases are vital sources, studies can also
be located in conference papers or reports and research by think tanks, government departments, international
organisations, professional associations and so on. The complementary desk research exercise will therefore
focus on “grey” sources and enable the gathering of materials and publications that do not feature in
established journals or databases, but can be found in online sources, websites etc.

Search strategy
We conducted a preliminary exploratory search of references and a consecutive screening of the most relevant
articles to identify a number of key words to be used in the database search. The preparatory work conducted
in preparation of the research protocol provides us with an extensive pool of literature sources that facilitates
the identification of key words.
The search terms are the key words and phrases that we will use in the databases to identify relevant sources
and documents, defined to capture possible variation in terminology in the research area in question. The key
words allow us to construct Boolean search strings: the combination of key words and Boolean operators (e.g.
“and”, “or”, “not”) that allow us to focus the query and narrow the search to the specific area of interest.
By testing various combinations of search terms, we will strife to identify the most relevant search strings that
will allow us to extract the maximum number of relevant articles from the data sources using key words. For
the purposes of this study, these potential search terms and variations in the combinations of these include
terms had been identified as the following:
Display Advertising OR online advertising OR automated online display advertising OR programmatic
advertising OR ad impression
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AND
Display ad ecosystem OR ad supply chain OR ad value chain OR ad tech supply chain OR ad tech stack OR
advertisers OR publishers OR ad agencies OR demand side platform OR supply side platform OR data
intermediaries
AND
Ad pricing OR bidding OR Programmatic Buying OR Real-Time Buying OR Real-Time Bidding OR nonguaranteed selling channel OR ad exchanges OR programmatic buying technologies OR dual selling
channels OR Real-Time Prediction OR Advertiser Valuations OR ad buying strategies OR ad effectiveness
OR ad contracts OR Ad scheduling OR ad dynamic auction OR programmatic direct
AND
Asymmetry of information OR lack of transparency OR perceived risk OR opacity OR abuse of market
power OR accountability OR competition concern
Both the search strings and the inclusion/ exclusion criteria are piloted to ensure an optimal calibration of the
search parameters that balance breadth and depth of the review.
These search strings have been developed in line with the objectives, covering all the research questions
guiding the analytical paper. They have previously been adapted and tested to ensure they capture the highest
amount of relevant literature on the selected sources, namely; Business Source Complete (EBSCO), ISI Web of
Science and SCOPUS. These preliminary search strings are subject to modification upon further exploration
on the topic and they may be adapted to the different sources restrictions to obtain the most relevant results.
Depending on the results and the number of relevant articles “hits” identified through the search strategy
from each database, the researchers will assess whether it is necessary to complement/change the preliminary
selection of databases or adapt the search strings to the specificities of the database. Once a final selection of
the search strings and data sources is made, two different researchers will perform the search strategy and
screen the title and the abstract of the articles independently.
A ‘search diary’ will be maintained detailing the names of the databases searched, the keywords used and the
search results. Titles and abstracts of studies to be considered for retrieval will be recorded. Retrieval will be
limited to include literature meeting the eligibility criteria (inclusion/exclusion) and meeting the publication
date restrictions. Discrepancies in each search will be discussed among the researchers so as to reach
consensus.
All retrieved articles will be loaded into reference management system (e.g. Mendeley) if deemed adequate.
The reason for using the proposed software are threefold: 1) it represents an efficient interface to store
information and interact with key academic databases, 2) it helps maintain a transparent track of decisions
made in the review process, thereby enabling replication at a later stage, and 3) it enables effective
collaboration and simultaneous work across team members and, ultimately, country correspondents.

Eligibility
In line with the requirements of the study, this task foresees the collection and analysis of relevant works and
publications in the fields of online advertising and transparency of ad pricing including ad exchanges and ad
placements, plus any other material deemed relevant and necessary to investigate the matter at hand. The
inclusion criteria will thus be set accordingly.
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The literature review and desk research will cover the online advertising ecosystem in the EU and where
relevant also outside the EU (e.g. Australia, United States), which presupposes a sufficiently broad language
coverage that goes beyond the collection of works published in English (French, German, Spanish, Italian). 299
As concerns the date of publication, we will include all relevant works published within the 2015-2019 period
given the recency of the market developments of online advertising and practices.
Lastly, works and publications may be understood in the widest sense, including but not restricted to official
reports, academic research, legal texts, commercial communications and marketing materials, websites,
commercial market research, expert blogs, etc. Reports by EU-level and national authorities from within or
outside the EU on competition policy, international bodies (e.g. OECD) and national business organisations
may be particularly relevant, including industry bodies in the advertising sector. The review will therefore
cover works published in scientific databases to include academic publications and complemented by “grey”
sources.
As concerns the exclusion criteria, we will discard the following: 1) publications not handling digital
advertising and transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements, 2) works published before the cut-off date
2015.

Selection process
Two reviewers will independently identify potentially eligible records through title and abstract screening
and for selecting studies for final inclusion through full text screening. If the nature of the study allows, articles
that are suitable for an inclusion in a meta-analysis will be marked accordingly. The flow diagram below
depicts the selection procedure.

FIGURE 10 TASK 1 SELECTION PROCESS
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Relevance of non-English publications will be assessed on the basis of title/ abstract screening, which is usually provided in English.
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As shown above, the articles selected for the final narrative synthesis will be subject to a thorough review
process.

Method for the
research exercise

complementary

online

desk

During the complementary desk research exercise, we will include relevant publications from a variety of
information sources to inform the subject matter. It will include a general web search (e.g. Google and Google
Scholar), snowballing from identified literature, online participant observation, web sweeps and stakeholders’
engagement to identify most relevant works, including market research reports. The table below shows some
of the types of publications or information sources that can be potentially relevant to inform the subject matter.

TABLE 5 EXAMPLES OF COMPLEMENTARY SOURCES
Source

Description

General web search

Some of the key words used for the review will also be used in a traditional web
search to identify online (grey) sources, including practical and theoretical
frameworks used with or without scientific foundation; project reports at
international/national/EU level, policy, curricula and guidance documents (both
national and EU level).

Snowballing from identified
literature

Bibliographies of key literature (including existing literature reviews and
additional key national reports) will be reviewed to identify further literature of
relevance.
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Source

Description

National competition
authorities

Recent national reports and statistics published on national government websites

Industry representatives /
business associations

Reports and statistics provided by different stakeholder groups, such as the
Interactive
Advertising
Bureau
(IAB
Europe,
https://iabeurope.eu/https://www.etoa.org/)

Online advertising agencies
websites and platforms

Advertising content in online advertising websites, reports published by
stakeholders of the online advertising value chain (e.g. Annual Reports and Proxy
Statements)

Expert blogs

Information and data provided in experts blogs (e.g. innovationtactics.com,
https://clearcode.cc/blog/, https://algoaware.lpweb.eu/), giving insights on online
advertising practices

Specialized market data
sources

Statistics/ market data related to online advertising provided from several sources
(e.g. SimilarWeb, Eurostat, Statista etc.)

Other

Publications in media and newspaper (e.g. Forbes, The Independent, etc.)

The grey literature and data sources to be identified and collected within the complementary online desk
research exercise specified will specifically cover:
•
•
•
•
•

Industry and market data reports and statistics;
Studies and other reports from MS, national/regional competition authorities;
Expert blogs and commercial marketing research;
Relevant consultations reports/studies in the field of online advertising published by industry
associations;
Other relevant existing material of qualitative or quantitative nature informing the study and its
objectives.

Data management
In order to manage records and data throughout the review, we will keep track of the records identified for
each search string and data base using an importation of citation feature usually available for the databases.
We will keep records of all articles by retrieving references and recording them in an excel file. If considered
appropriate, all articles that qualify for inclusion on the basis of title and abstract screening against the
inclusion and exclusion criteria will be loaded to Mendeley.

TABLE 6 DATA MANAGEMENT TEMPLATE
Stage

Number of documents

Total hits from database and complementary desk research after title screen

XXX

Total hits after duplicate removal

XXX

Total hits retained after abstract screen

XXX

Number of full texts retrieved

XXX

Number of publications retained after full text reading

XXX

Total Number of publications subject to synthesis

XXX
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Data collection / extraction strategy
In order to structure the review of the documents, and to ensure all relevant data to answer the research
questions are captured in a consistent and comparable way, a data extraction template will be used to capture
information from reviewed full texts. This tool, which we envision as an Excel Spreadsheet, will be structured
around the research questions for the literature review and will include sections specifically tailored to a
thorough investigation of relevant topical areas and a section on the main characteristics of the reviewed
source. The template will feed directly into the synthesis process of available evidence. The data for each
publication will include, as a minimum, the following:

TABLE 7 DATA EXTRACTION TEMPLATE (ANALYSIS GRID)
Narrative synthesis summary data
1

Study details (author, year, type)

2

Descriptor 1 (Study design/ type)

3

Descriptor 2 (Study field/ Dimension and sub-dimension
(s) related to RQs)

4

Abstract

5

Main Findings/Conclusion

6

Full Reference

7

Strength of evidence

Data synthesis
Summary data for all relevant literature to be reported will be closely linked with the initial aims and research
questions guiding this literature review. The use of the data extraction template will ensure the literature
review remains focused, and that information from diverse sources is collated in a manner to facilitate clear
comparison across the literature and identify emerging themes. The free text structure of the template means
that information relevant to the research questions can be added whether this relates to a specific practice or
intervention (e.g. an evaluation report) or a general overview (such as a foresight study). If indicated, the
country coverage of the publication will be reported.
The full development and refinement of a narrative synthesis of data collected will primarily take place at a
later stage of the project in order to consider evidence from the literature review alongside other data collected.
However, an initial analysis of data collected from the literature review will be conducted in order to identify
key themes, positions and potentially problematic issues. This analysis shall also identify gaps in the evidence
and inform the next phase of data collection (e.g. targeted searches), including the methodological approach
and hypothesis to be tested.
We will provide a first synthesis of the identified literature with information presented in text and tables to
summarise and explain the characteristics and findings of the included studies within homogenous groups
(e.g. surveys, essays…). This narrative synthesis will further explore the relationship and findings both within
and between the included studies along the different research questions.
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Critical review
A critical review of all the literature selected of the final review will be conducted. This type of review aims at
evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the previous work conducted based in the new approach to the
study. Our critical review will include the following areas related to the methods/techniques,
reasons/evidence, conclusions and logic:
•

What sources do the authors use (interviews, peer-reviewed journals, government reports, journal
entries, newspaper accounts, etc.)?

•

What types of reasoning are employed (inductive, deductive, adductive)?

•

What type of evidence is provided (empirical, statistical, logical, etc.)?

•

Are there any gaps in the evidence (or reasoning)?

•

Does the data adequately support the conclusion drawn by the researcher(s)? Are other
interpretations plausible?

•

Are the conclusions dependent on a particular theoretical formulation?

•

What does the work contribute to the field?

•

What assumptions does the author make?

•

Does the author account for all of the data, or are portions left out? What alternative perspectives
remain unconsidered?

•

Are there any logical flaws in the construction of the argument?
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Annex 3: List of interviewees
ORGANISATION TYPE

ORGANISATION

Online platform association

Computer & Communications Industry Association
(CCIA)

Online platform

Google

Online platform

Facebook

Online platform

Amazon

Publisher association

European Publishers' Council (EPC)

Publisher association

UK Publisher Professional Association (PPA)

Publisher

The Guardian Media Group

Publisher

Mediaset

Ad server for publishers, SSP, DSP

Smart

Ad server for publishers, ad tech vendor for advertisers

Adzerk

Ad server for advertisers

Anonymous

Advertiser association

World Federation of Advertisers (WFA)

Multi-party association (advertisers, agencies,

Interactive Advertising Bureau Europe (IAB Europe)

intermediaries, publishers, platforms)
Multi-party association (advertisers, agencies,

Joint Industry Committee for Web Standards (JICWEBS)

intermediaries, publishers,)
Multi-party association (publishers, advertisers,

European Interactive Digital Advertising Alliance

intermediaries)

(EDAA)

Regulator

Danish Center for Digital Platforms

NGO

DisinfoLab EU

Expert

Damien Geradin (Geradin Partners, Professor of
competition law and economics at Tilburg University and
a visiting Professor at University College London)

Expert

Timothy Cowen (Preiskel and co, industry expert at
Digital Policy Alliance, Board Member of the
International Institute of Communications)

Expert

Kinga Incze (Whitereport)
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Annex 4: Interview guides
Platforms
Introduction and confidentiality
1.
2.

Do you agree with the name of your organisation being included in a list of interviewees?
Could you briefly introduce yourself and your role in your organisation?

Business model
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Could you briefly present your organisation’s involvement in the online advertising market (i.e. in
search, display, classified, others)?
Could you present your organisation’s main advertising trading model or its participation in
various trading models (non-programmatic, programmatic including RTB, Private Marketplace,
fixed-price programmatic or programmatic guaranteed, preferred deal)?
Could you explain where your company is active along the online advertising supply chain
(publisher, ad server, SSP, ad exchange, DSP)?
Do you propose special offers or bundled discounts for the use of several of your services (e.g. to
publishers for your ad server and analytics)?
Please present your organisation’s business model for online advertising in terms of:
o Services offered
o Target customers
o Main sources of revenues
o Main expenses

Transparency
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

To what extent does your organisation share user data with advertisers, publishers and
intermediaries?
To what extent does your organisation share data on ad effectiveness with advertisers, publishers
and intermediaries?
To what extent does your organisation share information with advertisers and publishers on the
number, names and fees charged by intermediaries for a specific ad placement?
To what extent do you interpret EU data protection rules as an obstacle to disclosing relevant
information and (if relevant) sharing relevant data (e.g. user data, data on ad effectiveness)?
What has been the effect of European privacy regulation (GDPR) on your disclosure rules with
advertisers and publishers?
To what extent are the algorithms used in (your) ad exchanges designed or influenced by your
organisation?
What are the current means implemented by your organisation to ensure transparency of ad
exchanges and ad placements?

Areas and impacts of interventions
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15. Are you aware of regulatory or industry initiatives that have proved effective in increasing
transparency in B2B relations in online advertising? If so, could you briefly present them and their
effectiveness?
16. What would be the impact on your organisation’s business model or interventions to increase
transparency by e.g.:
o Disclosing information on the names of intermediaries and fees charged by them for each
ad placement transaction
o Allowing the audit and monitoring of algorithms used in ad auctions
o Disclosing information on the effectiveness of the ad placement
17. What would be the impact on your organisation’s business model or interventions to limit vertical
integration by e.g.:
o Increasing interoperability to overcome network effects and enhance personal data
mobility
o Introducing rules on separation of activities (e.g. between ad server and other activities,
between DSP and SSP)
18. Could you share any additional relevant documentation?

Regulators
Introduction and confidentiality
1.
2.

Do you agree with the name of your organisation being included in a list of interviewees?
Could you briefly introduce yourself and your role in your organisation?

Transparency issues
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

In which trading models of the online advertising market is lack of transparency perceived (nonprogrammatic, programmatic including RTB, Private Marketplace, fixed-price programmatic or
programmatic guaranteed, preferred deal)?
What are the current processes of online programmatic advertising where lack of transparency is
perceived?
Which types of stakeholders are affected by this lack of transparency?
What are the impacts of the lack of transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements?
What are the current means implemented by the industry to ensure transparency of ad exchanges
and ad placements?

Areas and impacts of interventions
8.

Has your organisation taken regulatory measures to increase transparency in online advertising,
and if so, could you present them and their effectiveness so far?
9. Are you aware of other regulatory or industry initiatives that have proved effective in increasing
transparency in B2B relations in online advertising? If so, could you briefly present them and their
effectiveness?
10. Would you have any other recommendations of additional measures to take to increase
transparency in online advertising?
11. Could you share any additional relevant documentation?

Advertisers/Advertiser association
Introduction and confidentiality
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1.
2.
3.

Do you agree with the name of your organisation being included in a list of interviewees?
Could you briefly introduce yourself and your role in your organisation?
Could you explain at which level of the online advertising supply chain your
organisation/members is/are involved (advertiser, media agency, DSP, ad exchange, SSP, ad
server, publisher)?

Market situation
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What is the proportion of advertisers that multi-home or single-home on DSPs for a given
campaign?
What are the profiles and drivers of the single-homers and multi-homers?
Are there any differences between mobile and desktop ads in terms of competitiveness and
strategies?
How does the adoption of Google analytics affect the adoption of Google DSP (DV360)?
Are you aware of any incentive or practice of Google targeted at advertisers and media agencies
to use its ad server (DoubleClick Campaign Manager) and DSP (DV360)?
In your experience, to what extent do large platforms apply self-preferencing for their DSP in ad
auctions?

Transparency issues
10. In which trading models of the online advertising market does your organisation/members
perceive lack of transparency perceived (non-programmatic, programmatic including RTB, Private
Marketplace, fixed-price programmatic or programmatic guaranteed, preferred deal)?
11. What are the current processes of online programmatic advertising where your
organisation/members experience lack of transparency, by priority order (e.g. asymmetry of
information on user data, ad effectiveness, algorithms for ad auctions, number and fees of
intermediaries)?
12. In your opinion, what are the incentives of platforms to maintain opacity (on user data, ad
effectiveness, algorithms used in auctions, number and fees of intermediaries)?
13. What has been the effect of European privacy regulation (GDPR) on platforms’ disclosure rules
with advertisers and publishers?
14. To what extent do you believe it is legitimate for platforms to withhold certain information or
refuse to share data on the basis of claims by platforms that data protection rules restrict their
possibilities to do so?
15. What are the impacts of the lack of transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements for your
organisation/members?
16. What are the current means available to ensure transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements?
Areas and impacts of interventions
17. (Only for associations) Has your organisation been involved in initiatives to increase transparency
in online advertising, and if so, could you present them and their effectiveness so far?
18. Are you aware of regulatory or industry initiatives that have proved effective in increasing
transparency in B2B relations in online advertising? If so, could you briefly present them and their
effectiveness?
19. Would you have any other recommendations of additional measures to take to increase
transparency in online advertising?
20. Could you share any additional relevant documentation?
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Publishers/Publisher association
Introduction and confidentiality
1.
2.
3.

Do you agree with the name of your organisation being included in a list of interviewees?
Could you briefly introduce yourself and your role in your organisation?
Could you explain at which level of the online advertising supply chain your
organisation/members is/are involved (advertiser, media agency, DSP, ad exchange, SSP, ad
server, publisher)?

Market situation
4.
5.
6.

What is the proportion of publishers that multi-home or single-home on ad servers?
What are the profiles and drivers of the single-homers and multi-homers?
To your knowledge, how does Google’s ad server reward its activities, and to what extent is it set
out in the terms of contracts with publishers?
7. What are the alternatives to Google ad server, and are they effective? What are the pros and cons
of header bidding?
8. Are there any differences between mobile and desktop ads in terms of competitiveness and
strategies?
9. How does the adoption of Google analytics affect the adoption of Google ad server?
10. In your experience, to what extent do large platforms apply self-preferencing in auctions?
11. In your experience, to what extent do large platforms apply self-preferencing for their DSP in ad
auctions?
Transparency issues
12. In which trading models of the online advertising market does your organisation/members
perceive lack of transparency perceived (non-programmatic, programmatic including RTB, Private
Marketplace, fixed-price programmatic or programmatic guaranteed, preferred deal)?
13. What are the current processes of online programmatic advertising where your
organisation/members experience lack of transparency, by priority order (e.g. asymmetry of
information on user data, ad effectiveness, algorithms for ad auctions, number and fees of
intermediaries)?
14. In your opinion, what are the incentives of platforms to maintain opacity (on user data, ad
effectiveness, algorithms used in auctions, number and fees of intermediaries)?
15. What has been the effect of European privacy regulation (GDPR) on platforms’ disclosure rules
with advertisers and publishers?
16. To what extent do you believe it is legitimate for platforms to withhold certain information or
refuse to share data on the basis of claims by platforms that data protection rules restrict their
possibilities to do so?
17. What are the impacts of the lack of transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements for your
organisation/members?
18. What are the current means available to ensure transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements?
Areas and impacts of interventions
19. (Only for associations) Has your organisation been involved in initiatives to increase transparency
in online advertising, and if so, could you present them and their effectiveness so far?
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20. Are you aware of regulatory or industry initiatives that have proved effective in increasing
transparency in B2B relations in online advertising? If so, could you briefly present them and their
effectiveness?
21. Would you have any other recommendations of additional measures to take to increase
transparency in online advertising?
22. Could you share any additional relevant documentation?

Intermediaries (ad servers, ad exchanges, SSP, DSP)
Introduction and confidentiality
1.
2.
3.

Do you agree with the name of your organisation being included in a list of interviewees?
Could you briefly introduce yourself and your role in your organisation?
Could you explain at which level of the online advertising supply chain your organisation is
involved (advertiser, media agency, DSP, ad exchange, SSP, ad server, publisher)?

Transparency issues
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

In which trading models of the online advertising market does your organisation perceive lack of
transparency perceived (non-programmatic, programmatic including RTB, Private Marketplace,
fixed-price programmatic or programmatic guaranteed, preferred deal)?
What are the current processes of online programmatic advertising where your organisation
experience lack of transparency, by priority order (e.g. asymmetry of information on user data, ad
effectiveness, algorithms for ad auctions)?
In your opinion, what are the incentives of platforms to maintain opacity (on user data, ad
effectiveness, algorithms used in auctions, number and fees of intermediaries)?
In your experience, to what extent do large platforms apply self-preferencing for their DSP in ad
auctions?
What are the impacts of the lack of transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements for your
organisation?
What are the current means available to ensure transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements?

Areas and impacts of interventions
10. Are you aware of regulatory or industry initiatives that have proved effective in increasing
transparency in B2B relations in online advertising? If so, could you briefly present them and their
effectiveness?
11. Would you have any other recommendations of additional measures to take to increase
transparency in online advertising?
12. Could you share any additional relevant documentation?

Experts
Introduction and confidentiality
1.
2.

Do you agree with your name being included in the list of interviewees?
Could you briefly introduce yourself?

Transparency issues
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3.

In which trading models of the online advertising market is lack of transparency perceived (nonprogrammatic, programmatic including RTB, Private Marketplace, fixed-price programmatic or
programmatic guaranteed, preferred deal)?
4. What are the current processes of online programmatic advertising where lack of transparency is
perceived?
5. To what extent is the lack of transparency part of the business model of large platforms in online
advertising (e.g. on user data, ad effectiveness, number and fees of intermediaries, algorithms)?
6. To what extent is vertical integration part of platform’s business model in online advertising?
7. Which types of stakeholders are affected by this lack of transparency?
8. What are the impacts of the lack of transparency of ad exchanges and ad placements?
9. How would you compare Google and Facebook in terms of transparency?
10. Do other platforms or intermediaries compete with Google and Facebook by providing more
transparency?
11. What are the current means implemented by the industry to ensure transparency of ad exchanges
and ad placements?
Areas and impacts of interventions
12. Are you aware of regulatory or industry initiatives that have proved effective in increasing
transparency in B2B relations in online advertising? If so, could you briefly present them and their
effectiveness?
13. What would be the impact on platforms’ business model of interventions to increase transparency
by e.g.:
14. Disclosing information on the names of intermediaries and fees charged by them for each ad
placement transaction
15. Allowing the audit and monitoring of algorithms used in ad auctions
16. Disclosing information on the effectiveness of the ad placement
17. What would be the impact on platforms’ business model of interventions to limit vertical
integration by e.g.:
18. Increasing interoperability to overcome network effects and enhance personal data mobility
19. Introducing rules on separation of activities (e.g. between ad server and other activities, between
DSP and SSP)
20. Would you have any other recommendations of additional measures to take to increase
transparency in online advertising?
21. Could you share any additional relevant documentation?
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Annex 5: Business models
The following table presents a summary of Google, Facebook and Amazon business models, their main
sources of revenues and costs, as well as their degree of vertical integration and approach to data sharing.
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TABLE 8: SUMMARY OF GOOGLE, FACEBOOK AND AMAZON BUSINESS MODELS
COMPANY

GOOGLE

FACEBOOK

AMAZON

Business model

Google provides a range of internet-related
services and products including online

The Facebook Group offers social media services
to users via Facebook, Messenger, WhatsApp

Amazon is first and foremost a retailer,
providing an online and physical marketplace to

advertising services, a search engine, messaging
services, video sharing, cloud computing,

and Instagram, as well as hardware and software
via Oculus.

facilitate transactions between business users
and consumers.

navigation, software, hardware.
Personalisation is at the core of Facebook’s

Amazon also offers services for content creators,

The main sources of revenues are:
Selling ad space on Google’s own

business model, based on the data collected from
its consumer-facing services. Facebook relies on

such as print on demand, movies and series
production, etc. In addition, Amazon provides

property inventory (own sites and apps
i.e. Google.com, the Google Search app,

data signals from user activity on their own or
third-party websites and services to enable

web services for enterprises and developers such
as cloud and storage.

YouTube, Google Play, Gmail, Google
Maps).

targeted advertising and ad measurement.
Advertising generates revenues that enable

Amazon also provides advertising services to

Selling ad space on Google Network
Members’ properties. For ads placed on

Facebook to provide its social media services for
free to consumers.

advertisers, vendors and publishers, through
programs such as sponsored ads, display, and

Google Network Members’ properties,
Google evaluates whether it is the

Advertisers use the Facebook self-service ad

video advertising. Advertisers can use a
managed-service option with the support of

principal (in that case Google controls
the monetisation of the inventory and

platform (Facebook Ads Manager) to launch and
manage their advertising campaigns.

Amazon ad consultants, or a self-service option
through a self-service interface.

applies margins) or agent (on behalf of
publishers and charges a revenue share

Main sources of revenues:

-

-

percentage fee).
Providing ad tech products and services
in open web display advertising.

-

Substantially all their revenues are
generated by selling advertising
placements to advertisers on Facebook,
Instagram, Messenger and third-party

Google collects user data across its own and
operated services, and uses them for improved

applications and websites. A majority of
revenues come from mobile advertising.

targeting.

When Facebook is the principal, price
per ad is calculated as total ad revenue
divided by the number of ads delivered.
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COMPANY

GOOGLE

FACEBOOK
Where Facebook is not the principal,
-

AMAZON

revenue is recognised on a net basis.
Other revenues include revenue from
the delivery of consumer hardware
devices and fees from developers using
their Payments infrastructure.

Targets

-

Users (based on relevance and safety of

-

ads)
Advertisers (based on ability to generate

-

Users (based on their engagement with

-

Facebook products)
Advertisers (based on ability to generate

sales and deliver ads efficiently and
effectively across different channels)
-

Main competitors

Revenues (2019)

Content providers (based on advertiser
demand and monetization offer)

Consumers (through online and physical
stores, based on price, selection and
service convenience)

-

Sellers (providing a marketplace to
facilitate transactions with consumers)

-

Content creators (through Kindle, direct
publishing, etc)

-

Developers and enterprises (with IT
services such as cloud and storage)

Search services, social media, other online
advertising platforms, that compete for

Other platforms that sell advertising, social
media, content distributors, offline advertising

Physical and e-commerce retailers, publishers
and distributors of media, search engines and

advertisers, offline advertising channels.

and ad tech companies.

-

Advertising (83.9%), including on
o Google properties (Google search
60.6%, YouTube 9.4%)
o Google Network Members'
properties (13.3%)
Google Cloud (5.5%)
Other revenues (10.6%) including
Google Play, hardware, YouTube nonadvertising, other products and
services.

-

Advertising (98.5%)
Other revenues (1.5%)

comparison websites, logistics companies, IT
firms.
Online and physical retail sales (56.4%)
Third-party seller services (19.2%)
Subscription services (6.8%)
AWS, including sales of compute,
storage, database, and other services
(12.5%)
Other, including sales of advertising
services (5%)

Costs of revenues (44.4%):
o Traffic acquisition costs

-

Costs of revenue (18%) including
operating expenses (data centres, staff),

-

Costs (2019)

sales and deliver ads across different
websites and services)

-

-

(TAC)

mainly
to
Google
Network
Members’ properties. TAC rate

-

TAC and content acquisition cost.
R&D (19%).

-

Marketing and sales (14%).

-

Return allowances
Cost of sales
Vendor agreements
Fulfilment (operating and staffing)
Technology and content
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COMPANY

GOOGLE
represented 22.3% of advertising
o

FACEBOOK
General and administrative (15%).

AMAZON
Marketing
General and administrative
Stock-based compensation

-

-

Intense competition.
Fluctuations
of
sales

-

seasonality).
Loss of partners.

revenues in 2019.
Content acquisition costs (fees on
revenues generated or flat flee to
content providers).

o

Main threats

Expenses for data centres and other
operations.

-

R&D expenses (16.1%).
Sales and marketing (11.4%).

-

General and administrative (5.9%).
European Commission fines (1.3%).

-

Due to the reliance on advertising
revenues: reduction in advertising
spending, loss of partners, increase in
technologies that block ads or affect

-

customization.
Changes in regulations across the world.

Due to the reliance on advertising
revenues: reduction in advertising
spending, loss of partners, increase in ad
blocking technologies.

-

Changes in regulations around the
world. In particular, privacy legislations

-

Changes in regulations around the
world.

-

Additional tax liabilities and collection
obligations.

-

Amazon is present on the demand side

-

Increase in mobile use and saturation of
mobile market.

have led Facebook to change their user
data practices, which have affected

-

Increase of non-advertising revenue (e.g.
sales of apps, hardware) where margins

targeting ability and the effectiveness of
ads.

are lower.

-

(including

Changes to third-party mobile systems
and browsers (e.g. third-party cookies)
that affect Facebook’s ability to use
signals from user activities for targeting

-

and measurement.
Decrease of user

-

Facebook products.
Degree to which users opt out of ad

engagement

in

targeting.
Vertical integration

-

Google provides services at all steps of
the ad supply chain to place ads on its

-

Facebook

Ads

Manager

provides

advertisers with tools and an auction
system to place their ads on Facebook’s

of the ad tech ecosystem with an ad
server for advertisers and Amazon DSP.
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COMPANY

GOOGLE
own
-

parties’

FACEBOOK
own inventory (Facebook, Instagram,

AMAZON
Amazon DSP enables advertisers to

inventory (Google Network Members).
Google strives to make its products

Messenger) or on the inventory of thirdparty publishers from the Facebook

reach the inventory of Amazon own and
operated sites, third party publishers

Audience Network.
Facebook Audience Network enables

participating in
Services,
and

combine different providers.
Efficiency gained from integration

publishers to monetise their site or app
to advertisers that use Facebook Ads

exchanges.
Publishers participating in Amazon

between services, which can also be
easier for use (publisher ad server and ad

Manager. Facebook Audience Network
only represents a small part of

exchange into Google Ad Manager,
advertiser ad server and DSP into

Facebook’s business and revenue.

inventory

or

third

interoperable with third party products
so advertisers and publishers can
-

-

-

Amazon Publisher
third-party
open

Publisher Services can sell their ad
inventory directly through Amazon DSP
-

without SSP fees.
Amazon advertising services are not tied

-

Google Ads).
Integration of DSP and SSP allows better

so advertisers and publishers can use
third-party services (e.g. verification

-

cookie matching and lower latency.
There are incentives for users to combine

provider) in combination with Amazon
services.

Google services due to enhanced
information sharing and targeting
ability, and better access to Google DSP
demand.
Data sharing (for
advertising

-

purposes)

Audience data and measurement reports
(e.g. with metrics on impressions, clicks,

-

Audience Insights relies on native and
third-party data to show advertisers data

-

Amazon creates audience segments
based on search interest but does not

conversions) available to advertisers
using Google Ads services in an

about their audiences such as
demographics, interests and behaviours,
to improve ad targeting.
Facebook provides advertisers with a

-

-

aggregated format.
Aggregated attribution data available to

No sharing or monetising of user data
with third parties (e.g. DMP).

range of metrics on ad effectiveness (e.g.
ad performance metrics, engagement,

-

-

advertisers in Google Data Hub.
Publishers using Google Ad Manager or

Amazon provides aggregated and
anonymised information to advertisers

AdSense
receive
aggregated
performance metrics such as information

conversions, settings),
different breakdowns

on impressions, clicks, ad revenues, etc.
Data Transfer Files provide publishers

demographic, type of delivery and
action) on an
aggregated
and

with non-aggregated event-level data on
auctions.

anonymised basis. Advertisers can
customise the reports and export them.

-

-

share
personally
identifiable
information with advertisers.

reported by
(e.g. time,

on
campaign
performance
measurement
(e.g.
clicks
-

and
and

conversions).
For publishers participating in Amazon
Publisher Services and selling their
inventory via Amazon DSP, Amazon
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COMPANY

GOOGLE
With the move to Unified Auction, the

FACEBOOK
Publishers using Facebook Audience

Bid Data Transfer file will not allow
publishers to link bidding data with

Network to monetise their site or app
can see their performance data such as

individual impressions.
In the Unified Auction, information on

impressions, eCPM and clicks, by
property,
platform,
ad
space,

minimum to bid is provided
advertiser after an auction closes.

placements, country and display
formats. Publishers can customise the

-

to

AMAZON
shares the highest bid and upon request,
provides
auction
logfiles
information on the other bids.

with

reports and export them.
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